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i

n~TRODUCT IUN

H<..ppy if we can unite the bcmnc1aries of the
difi:'\,rent species of philosoDhy by reconciling
pI'ofound 8n(lUiry with clearness, and truth vii th
novelty! Ano. still mur8 happy, if, reGsoning·in
this easy manner we can und8rmine the roundetions
of an.abtruse philosophy which seems to have
hitherto served only as a shelter to superstition
and a Gover to absurCity and error. 1

Thus heralded Hume, ctpparcntly very optimistic

about the future ~f philosophy once all these metaphysical

works of superstition and absurdity had been burnt on the

"bonfire of the enlighten;ncnt. And Kant too, aHakened by

HUlflt: from his 'dogms-tic'. slumb8rs 1 shov:ed a similar oj)timism.

He "believed his Critique to hold the key to the solutinn

of all philosophical problems, and at the end of this work

asks "ilhether it may not be :possible: Uto achieve before

the end of the present c"ntury vlhat many centuries have not

been able to accomplish: viz. to secure for human reason

complete satisfaction in reg:ard to that which it has all'

along so eagerly occupied itself, tho' hitherto in :vain. 112

This surely was optimism and expectancy •

1 HULe, Encluiry concerning Human U;Jderstancling.
Section 1, P.25. Librar'y of Liberal Arts. Bobos-lIerr'ill
edi t.

2 Ksnt Critique of Pure Rc:.:: son , edit. Norman Kemp
bmi tho Londo~i;icIiiillan Bool'~ Go. Ltd. 1963.
-Transcendental doctrine of Method,Chap.IVpp.668-9
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But 130 years later, by the time or Wittgenstein's

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus , this 'complete satisraction'

had not yet been attained, ror philosophers evidently
..

believed that pro"blems still eXisted. But 'livere these genuine

prOblems Y Apparently not, ror Wittgenstein asserts that the

reason why these pro"blems are posed is - not because t,hey

concern rundamental issues, nor "because no-one h2J.s yet been

able to give satisfactory answers' " but because the logic

or our hmguCl.ge is misunderstood. In fact we learn from him

tha t ItMost of the proposj. tions and questions to be found in

philosophical works are not ~alse but nonsensical.

Consequently vve cannot give any answer to Questions of this

kind, but can only establish that they are nonsensical. 1I 3

So Wittgenstein too believed himself to have found

Iton all essential points, the final solutions of the problems"

But the promise of excitement and great achievement we were

given by Hume ancl Kant is shr,ttered, 8.S the author of the

Tractatus concludes on the sad note :IIAno if I am not

mistaken in this belief, then the second thing in vnlich the

value of this work consists is that it sho'lilS how little is

achieved when these problems are solved." 4

3 Wittgenstein : Tractatus Logico-Philos~~icus4.003
(International Library of Philosophy and &cientific~Iethod. ~dit.
A.J. i·.::y-er. London, Routled.ge and Kegan Paul 1961) German text
with trans. by Pears and McGuinness.

4 Tractatus, Authorts Preface p.~
Ref'erences to the Tractatus will now follow the Quotation in
the body of the text,.. and will be identiried by giVing the

number of the proposiiion - e.g ( 5.2,)
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The earlier Wi ttgenstein himself' seemed to l)e a man

torn in two ways.He showed a sensitivity tow~rds metaphysical

-----~nd religious assertions - Oarnap witnesses to the 'internal
\

struggle' which seemed to take plac:e in him.5 And yet he held

a f'irm conviQtion that these statern~nts were meaningless

mere utte:.:ances, without cognitive content. This same

conviction gIi~atly inf'luenced the Logical Positivists of' the

Vienna Oircle, who adopted and developed what they claimed
:.~

: 't

as Wittgenste:i,rl's theory of' meaning, whilst rejecting the
. '.

metaphysical status of' his work. Much of' what they did "seems
,

toii be an attempt at carrying' out the prescription made by
,

Wittgenstein at the end or" the Tractatus :

liThe correct method in philosop.l1y would really be the

f'ollowing : to say nothing except what can be said - i.e.

propositions of' natural science - i.e. something that has

nothing to do with philosophy - and then, whenever someone

else wanted to say something metaphysical, to demonstrate to

him that he had f'ailed to give a meaning to certain signs in

5 Oarnap's autobiography in The Philosophy of' RUdolf'

Oarnap. Libra~J of' Living Philsophers - edit. Schilpp. pp 25-6.

Oarh~p also describes an occasion on which Schlick made a

critical remark about a metaphysical statement of' a classical

philosopher - apparently Schopenhauer -and Wittgenstein turned

against Schlick, def'ending the other philosopher.
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his propositions. Although it would not be ·satisfying to the

other persoll - he would not have the f'eeling that we "liiere

teaching him philosophy - this method" would be the only

strictly corl"ect one." ( 6.53)

What I propose to do in this thesis is to examine the

concept of meaning in Wittgenstein's Tractatus and in Schlick's

article u:Meaning, and Verification", and this will involve an

uncovering of the presuppositions of each. Fundamental to the

Tractatus is Wittgenstein's concept of logic, and this underlies

the necessity for the existence of simple objects, the status

of elementary proj)osi tions, and the relationship betvleen

language and the world. All necessity becomes logical necessity,

the only possibility of any significance becomes logical

possibility, and the common element between propositions and

f~cts is logical form. For in the Tractatus Wittgenstein is

examining this relationship between the structure of the world

and the structure of language, but in doing so he is doing the

(logically) impossible. The common element, this logical form,

cannot be expressed but only shown forth. There can be no

statements about logic, for all that ean be said is within the

realm of logic and is conditioned by logic .. Thus the Tr~J.ctatus

is a uniq~e book: the statements expressed within it can be

expressed only once. For once they have been expressed they

stipUlate a condition which rUles out the possibility of their

expression. That is why at the end of the book Wittgenstein

adIni tiS that an;yone who understands the Tractatus recognizes
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his st&tements as meaningless: as nonsensical, expressing the

ine;ipJ.:'e ss i ble.

I hope to contrast this with Schlick's position in

"Meaning and Verification" which was an article written in

reply' to an attack on Logical Positivism by Pro:fessor C.I.
i

'Lewis. 6 We sha+l examine the case which he states :for the

Positivist position, and the way in which ho answers the

objections bl~Ou.ght by Professor Lelivis. In this article

rheanj.ng v is ine~;j:;ricably tied to 'verifiability', which :for

him j.s the I pos~;tbili ty of verification I. There are many
".~' ~.

interesting cOl~J?arisons with dittgenstein's position, and
'5;

many important ~ivergences also. One feels that he has rejected

.the 'metaphysic~' of Nittgenstein'~ position - and yet
"

assu.L"ed the conclusions to which Wi ttgenstein carne as a
~' ~

result of his metaphysicso One of the most significant changes

I feel, is in tre rejection of the iru~erent meaningfulness
; . .

of ~ propos1t1qn. Meaning is connected with logical possibility

of verificatio:q., and yet, this logical possibility is some

thing which VIe ourselves i~pose; it is no longer part o:f

the nature or the essence of reality.

My criticisms of Schlick's position will also apply

to the Vienna Circle as a whole, inso:fal.'1 as .:this is a

statement of Logical ~ositivism. I hope to show very briefly

that his &CGount of meaning and vex'ification does indeed

have much in common Vii th the reduction of all meaningful

propositions to protocol statements, which we find in Carnap

6 "Experience and lIeaningU , Philosophical RGview
March 1934, Vol.45 pp
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and Neurath. The possibility o~ this reduction, and in fact

the possibility of the ~ormulation of any criterion o~

meaning~ulness will be challenged in the ~inal chapter.

The question o~ its e~~iciency in eliminating metaphysics

and establishing a sound basis ~or scientific statements,

even assuming that such a principle could be formulated,

is also one wlhch shouJ.d concern us, I hope to investigate

these problems much further when Schlick's article is

examined.
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CHAPTER I. WITTGENSTEIN'S TRi~CTATUS

I sa~d earlier that in the Tractatus philosophy
,.

constituted tAe search for the relationship between the

st.ructure of propositions,
11 ;.•;;

wh~ch they re~tesent. This

and the structure gf reality
,

was not of course the correct

method of phifOsophy, as stated in the Tractatus. According
~. ·Y.~'

to the correct .method, philosophy would "signify what cannot
),- .

be said, by pr~senting clearly what can be said" (4.114) and
'~.,:.

ul timately, as,:' hae. been mentioned, none of the philosophical

statements of the Tractatus ~ be said. Nevertheless, the

quest is pursu¢d for that in common between the proposition

which pictures, and the fact which is pictured;for the

relationship betvreen the logical constants and the world. I

hope to show in what follows how Wittgenstein's understanding

of this relationship is rooted in his concept of logic. In

order to show this, and to realize that, in fact, this concept

of logic underlies and permeates the whole of the teachings

of t,he Tractatus, I propose to examjLne two basic doctrines

found there .. .An investigation, then, into the picture theory of

meaning, and the doctrine of 'showing forth' will oe adequate

to illustrate this .. It will be seen horl the very concepts

involved in these doctrines are themselves fundamentally
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necessal"y because of VVittgenstein's "Irievf of logic. For example,

although simple objects are indescribable and imperceptible,

they are logically necessary to form the substance of the

world. Likewise, 'logical form' which is inexpressible and

sOmehOYi r.JYsteriously 'shown forth' is logically necessary as

the possibility of structure. If we ask ~ these are logically

necessary, the ~nswer is because the only necessity which exists

is logical necessity. Logic pervades the world: logic is

prior' to every experience .. Nevertheless, when we have

examined these doctrines we shall be justified in asking in

what sense, if' any, is this view of' logic itself necessary.

The Picture Theory of Meaning

A proposition communicates a situut:i.on to us, so it
must be essentially connected with the situation ..
AJld the connection is precisely that it is its logical
pictUl'le ..
A proposition states something only in so far as it is
a picture. (4.03)

This is the central claim of the Picture Theory of

Meaning. A proposition is a picture of reality.(4.02l) It

pictures a possible state of affairs '. And so if we understand

a proposition we also know the state of affairs it is picturing.

There are tvvo main elements then, involved in this theory ..

One jLs the proposition which effects the picturing, and the

other is the state of affairs which is pictured • The theory

extends to the Yihole of the world, and to the whole oi' language

for the totality of facts is the world, and the totality of'

propositions is language. So it would seem that if we knew

the totality of propositions then we would know every
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possilJle situation which could be represented.

We are told then that a proposition pictures a fact,

but before we could understand the significance of' this

we \iVQuld have to know v{hat is a proposition. One <.;;.nSVier we

are given is that "A proposition is a truth-function of

elementary propositions .(An elementary proposition is a

truth-function of itself.)" (5.) Of course this necessitates

the r.urther question: what is an elementary prdposition ?

And this Cluestion is important since the concept bf an

elementary proposition is essential .to the Tractatus.

Wittgl;nstein's anSVler is that'~Al1 elementary proposition

consists of names " It is a nexus, a concatenation of

names." (4.22) It is his contention then that an analysis of

propositions will bring us back to elementary propositions

consjLsting of these names .. Yet if the proposition is to have

ar~ sense each name must be a name of something, and this

'something' is an object .. Just as an elementary proposition

needs to consist of names, so a state of affairs needs to be.
composed of SiI,lple objects .. What follows from this is thl:_t the

naIlle~ which Nittgenstetn calls a 'simple sign' represents

the object in the proposition. This is in fact its function.

But then Wittgenstein says that the"name means the object ..

The object is its meaning." (3,,203) We cannot take 'meaning'

to imply the identification of hame and object - although this

particula.r text certainly leno s itself to this interpretation.

But it would be easy to show that the meaning of a word cannot

be an object. ~/e can predicate many things of 'Chair' ( e.g.
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that it has five letters) which cannot be predicated of an
11

act~al chair. Wittgcnstein himself in the InvGstigations

no longer held this view, even if he did actually hold it in

the Tractatus. In this later work vvhen he asks: "VVhat is the

reh'.tion between name ano thing named ?" it would appear

that the answer is in our ~ of the name: when A calls out

9 slab', 'block ~, 'pillar', 'beam', B brings the stone which

he has learnt to bring at such a callJThis is by no means

the same as ideAtifying the name 'slab' with the stone slab.

But even if there is some confusion on this point, it is

nevertheless important to I'ealize that although liittgenstein

says a name means an object, he also says that it only has

meaning in the nexus of' a proposition, foI' only a proposition

Can have sense.( 3.3)

So far Vie have () iscoveI'ed thz;,t a proJ)osi tion

pic~ures a fact, and that in an elemGntary proposition names

r~pres.ent sj.mple objects. Now ill, a pictuI'e the.I'e must be a

one- to -one cOI'respondance between the e1emen"ts or' a

picture ane. t110se OI' tne tnlng plct.ured, and Slnce a proposl "[;lon

lS also a plc"ture thlS same correspondance must. hold. I think

hO\"JcveI' ~ thE. t th:Ls can only be mcdnt£'lined for elementaI'Y

l)rO])osi tions, f'01' on13T these [,ppear to consist entirely of

names '~vhich rcpl-'escnt"objucts. HOVleVCI', as ':ie salOl, the thesis

is that all pI'Oposj,tions arc &nalyzablc into elementar'y

pro]ositions. ifu sh~Jl consider this claim in greater detail

7 Phn.OSODhi2al Investigations Sect. 37, p.18e
German <.,nd English" Trans. AnGcombe. OXfoI'd, Blucbvell, 1963

, I
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later, for it bears marked similarity to the claim made by

Carnap that all meuningful propositions can be reduced to

protocol st8.tements; although at the same time there is

certt";.inly a difference bet,(ieen ,the elementary statements of

the ~£ractatus, and the protocol statements of The Unity of

8cience. 8 But for the moment, if we see a proposition as

being essentially the truth function of elementary.. .

proposi tions, 'lye can uno.erstand that it also is a pictul"'e

of the situatiqn it describes.

This c9i!l~espondC:I,nce b.etween the' elememts of a

pl'opos:ition anq. the elements 'of a state of affairs is

expressed when Wittgenstein soys:

One name stc:mds
thing, c.md they are
way the whole group
a state of affairs.

for one thing, another for another
combined Ylith one another. In this
- like a tableau vivant - presents

(4.0311) -

Therefore to s?y a proposition has a sense is to say that a

proposition represents, or pictures a certain situation.'

But a question ~hich has been lurking in the shadows all

along, thrusts itself' for'v/ard at this point anc3 demands an

ansVler. How can a serie s of names , vlhich is all that

conciti tutes an elementary proposition, have a sense ? How

can this picture any fact? This indeed seems strange.

If we took a series of any ordinary nC'Lmes : 'Harry, Charles,
~ldarmaduke, George 'liTe would not l;iTant to say that this pictUl'>eo

any fact, or that it said anything which could be true ~

8 Psyche miniatures. London, Kegan PaUl, Trench,
Trubner,& Co. 1934 . See PP. 42-52
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false. Even if we were more lenient and allowed a more
1
!I

ela~tic interpretation of the term 'name', we still could

not say that such a string of words as 'George, Marmaduke,

Chevlt"olet, driving, McMaster' pictured any :situation. "{'Ie

might say instead that in its present form it has no sense:

it tello us nothing, pictures nothing, and can be neither

true ,nor false. The names might certainly have reference to

certain objects ~ but they can hardly be saic' to be in the

nexus of a pl'oposi tion. And of course, no elemento.ry

pr'oposLtion would consist of such 'names' as these, and yet it

is difficult to see how any list of names, could be s2id to

be a picture. However, this difficulty cannot really be

expressed unless we al~e sure vlhat it is to be a picture,

and what it is for a picture to represent a situation. Oonsider:

"A picture is a model of reali t~tv (2,.12)

"A picture is a fact. II (2. ILI.l)

If a picture is a model of reality, then it would seem that

a group of marks thrown together haphazardly on canvas, with

no 6.eterminate relation between them would not constitute a

picture. Or certainly, it would not constitute a picture of

any situation. It st.:ems doubti~ul whether Wittgenstein would

ever thiru{ in terms of abstract art when he thought of picturing

1"e8.1i ty. If my young cousin draws a II picture t consisting of

dirty Inarks rubbed OVGI' a page, and then clailils this as a

picture of his t mummy t, vIe YlOuld hardly take the cl&im of

likeness too seriously. So even though the intention of the
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painter WI-.s to paint a lJicture, this itself does not make the

I·
mar1-cs on the page into a picture of any situation. If

Wittgenstein's position is not to involve him in solipsism

then there must be some pUblic recognition that what we see

on the canvas is a picture of that situation:. or, j.n .terms

of PlC'oposi tions, that the proposition uttered by A is

pUblicly recognizable as representing that state of affairs.

It iiliQuld seem that di tt.genstein is thinking more in terms of

photogre.phing, than painting when he talks of'picturing!.

If we are to represent the situation in a way in which it is

recognizable as that situation to a~~one who sees the

representation, then this is more likely to require an

accurate photograph of that situation rather than an

impressionistic painting. This does mean too to some extent

that I've must intend it to be a picture of that situation.

We do not take a photograph of 'x' intending it to be a picture

of 'y II. We can of course try to pass it off as vy t, but if we

understand what the photograph is we know it is a picture of

'x', and we are trying to pl;.ll the wool over our friends I

eyes" In the same vyay we would not use ( if we coulC! use) an

elementary proposition which pictures the atomic fact 'a'

to pjLcture the atomic fact 'b'. We could lie about the picture'

but jLn a sense Vie coure. not be mistaken. If we unde:i:stood

a proposition we would know.the situation that it represented.

(4.021)wvhen we compared this situation with reality we 'would

find either that it did obtain or that it did not. So the
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proposition could be true or false. But this is nothing to

do ~ith its having meaning: it has meaning simply by being

able to picture a wossible) state of affairs. So a picture

is a picture simply because it can be compared to reality;
11
'i

that is~ because there is a very definite arrangement of
I

marks on a page constituting what people woulc. recognise as

a picture. And this picture would. be a picture of something.

Furthermore, it 'is not the marks which make the picture, but

the fact that they are arranged in such and such a manner.

However, we do need this c01"' I'espondance bet-.,veen the

elements of & picture and the 'elements of a fact, and as we

saw, this corrc:.lation is that the elements of the picture

repr0sent the objects in a state of affairs: liThe fact that

the elements of a picture are related. to one another in a

determinate way represents that things are related to one

another in the same way." (2.15) The fact that its elements

are related in a determinate way thus constitutes a picture,

cmd what makes it a picture of a specific situation is that

this determinate relation represents a similar determinate

relation in the situation represented.

All this may p~rhaps throw some light on to our

problem af to how a series or names can be said to be a

picture. It is not merely that the names represent objects,

but it is also the case that the arrangement of the names

repres0nts the way the ohjects are arranged in the actual

state of affairs. It i~ important to realize too that an
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elE.>mentary proposition cannot be simply a series of' names.

Otherwise we could make no sense of' either of' these two

statements by Wittgenstein:

1I0~1;Y" f'acts can express a sense, a set of' names chnnot."(3.142)
!i

"A proposition is not a medley of vvords. II (3.141a)
I

By'conGatenation', then, he does not mean an

indetel'rninb.te series: he means a very defini to combination.

It is this very) fact that the combination of names represents

the combination of objects in a situation which makes it a

picture of the situation. If' the names were arranged in any

other order they would not be a picture of that particular

situ&tion, even if the same names were aeing used. It is

obvious that if' I paint a picture of a field with cows to the

left l, trees to the right and the f'armer in the middle, then

it is only a picture of a field, where the cows are to the

left J, the trees to the right, and the farmer in the mid6le.

If I paint the cows in a different position, and the farmer

up a tree- it is no longer picturing that situation, even

though the elements of the picture are the sameQ So, in this

Way, it is the determinate relation of the names to one

another which makes a proposition a picture of this

situation and not that. In fact it is only this determinate

relation of the names which makes it a picture at all.

SO OUI' problem seems al:most resolved. We can say that a

series of names pictures a state of affairs bec;ause it is
~

not merely an indefinite series, but a specific concatenation.
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The very fact of this concatenation makes the series of

names into a picture, andlla proposition states something

only d.n so far as it is a picture. 1I (4.03d) Therefore,

insofar as it constitutes a picture, the concatenation of

names - the proposition - aan be tr'ue or false by being

compa.red with reality:. by examining the correlation.

However, this really does raise a problem which is

not so easily solved, nor is it so easily articulated. But

the problem concerns this very notion of correlation.

Wittgenstein says on this point:

Tha t is ho-,;( a picture is attached to reality; it reaches
right out to it. (2.1511)
It is laid against reality like a measure. (2.1512)

•
The pictorial relationship consists of the correlations
of the pictur~s elements with things. (5.1514)
These correlations are, as it were; the feelers of the
pictures elements with which the picture touches
reality. (2.1515)

Yet the problem of hoW' the picture is to be correlated

with reality is a real one. For who is to do the correlating?

Presumably it is the agent which pictures. But it seems that

before we can say that he must compare a picture with reality,

we must first have solved the epistemological problems involved.

Indeed., how is he to know what l"leali ty is ? Ho"vv is he able

to recognise this as a representation of that situation?

It presupposes that all human beings understand the world

already, and thus they are now able to compare the reality

vvhich they know, and 'which is self-eviclent, with propositions

pictu:l:'ing various situations. 'rhus the epistemological questions

are -left unanswered, or regarded as irrelevant or meaningless.
i
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Epistemology, for Wittgenstein, is the philosophy 'of

PFyc:hology, and "Psychology is no more closely related to

p.hilo!3ophy than any other natural science." (4.1121) Thus

there is no emphasis upon the SUbject that thinks: in fact

ther'e is a definite denial of any such subject.(5.63l)

This point is macLe too when he says::

It is cl~ar •• th~t '~believes that ~', 'A has the thought
J2 " and .d\ says J2 are of the form '''J2'' says. J2': an(~ this
aoes not i4volve a correlation of a fact wlth an object,
but rather the correlation of facts b~r me~ns of the
correlation of their objects. (5.542) .

This shows too that there is no such thing as the scul
the subject, etc.- as it is conceived in the superficial
psychology of the present day. (5.5421)

So to be concerned with epistemological problems is, for

Wittgenstein, to misunc1erstand the nature cilf philosophy

and the nature of reality. Such problems cannot be stated:

the self does not belong to the world. IIWhat brings the self

into philosophy is the fact that 'the world is my Ylorld'."

(5.641) So just as we cannot discuss beyond the limits of the

world, OI' the limits of language, we can ne i ther discuss the

self which is also the limit of the world. "I am my world l
'

<:5.63) and II 'the world is my yv-orld·llt , but nevertheJess, we

do not discuss the 'I' but the'world'. Wittgenstein's

position is stated beautifully when he says:

Here it can be seen that solipsism, when its il:l,)lications
are followed out strictly, coincides with pure realism.
The self of solipcism shrinks to a point without .
extension, and there remains the reality co-ordinated
wi th it. (5 •6l.J.)

So \ if we accept thj.s }Josi tion then it is no longer relevcmt
11

I
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to ask how we 00 the correlating. ~uestions concerning how

we can understand reality, or how we recognioe a picture as

representing that situation, are sJ'mrious. The answer is

that we ,can recognize it by comparing it, and the deepev

! question or how we are able to compare it with the situation,

is really not a question at all. If we accept the Picture

Theory, then this must satisf'y us. No other Questions can

be asked, for any such questions must be essentially

nonsensical.

I vroulc 'like to raise one fi.nal point about

correlation, and this can be 'done by considering two

statements in the Tractatus :

In a proposition a thought C&1.1 be expresst.:;d in such a
way that the clements of thtj propositional sign cOl"respond
to the ohjects of' the thought .. ~3.2)

The configuration of objects in a situation corresponds
tc? the cpnfi[~;;-\1I'ation of siiilple signs in the pr01)osi tional
SlEn. (3.21)

de \i see h(;ro the introduction of a term which has not yet

1Jeen explained: the term I sign i. And I viould novi like to

investigate this term .• In the Tr;,,;.ctat.us V'li ttrrenstein uses

'sign' both to express a proposition, and to represent

objects in the proposition. ~hese latter are, as we have

alreacly seen~ 'simi'ile signs' or 'primi tive signs'. 'l'hese

are not the same as 'propositional signs':

I call the sign \Ii th vlhich 'He expr'css a thought a
propositional sign.- And a proposition is a
propositional sign in its projective relation to

the ~orld. (3.12)

ivh<1t I '.'lould llol<e to ~_r-l, lOS . th'-" - - ~ . : lS . e proposi tiol1;::' 1 sign a
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picture? There seems to be no evidence in the Tractatus

th~t it is; in ract it seems instead that it might be

pOssible for the propoational sign itself to be pictured.

For!'A prOl)osi tional sign is a fact. 11 It,.. seems fairly

certain that a propositional sign is not a picture - any

more than the marks we splash on a page can be called a picture.

The marks can be used to produce a picture, a~d possibly

then the propqsi tional nign can be use:;d to p:qoduce a

pic:tul"e .. But if we think again about the marks, we can

imagine painting a picture, and saying: iThis is a picture

of those TIls.rks on that page" I Similarly, since a

propositional sign is a fact, could we not prOduce a picture

to represent the propositional sign? Could I not take a

photograph of a proposition written out in a manuscript

and say 'This is a picture of a propositional sign. t Yet I

should also be using a propositional sign to express thcl

nro,)osi tion. And could I then go further and paint a
~ .l

picture of that propositional sign Y B8cause a picture is

also a fact, and a propositional sign is also a fac~, we

could perhaps become involved in an infinite regress of

pictures of pictures .. This however, is not ver"JT important

c,nli does not substantially" afrect the results of the

Pieture 'l'.hE,ory of l\'leaning. ';'mat is more im.'Jortant when

considering ditl,genstein's use 01' 'sign' is to understand

it to rere~ to ~he perceptible part of a symbol, or to put

it more exactly: IIwhat can -be perceived of' a symbol.il (3.32)

And it is as referring to, or representing an obj~Qt. .that
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a simple sign is used. vVi th this in ffilnd let us look

again at the statement r'e1'erred to earlier as the prescription

f'or J?o si tivism:

. The corr'ect method in philoso.o:.'.y would. reall,/ be
the rollo~ing: to say nothing except what can be said,
i.e. propositions or natural science-i.e. sOwething that
has nothing to do with philosophy - and then, whenever
someone vranted. to say something metaphysical, to
deJ:l.onstra.te to him that he had :eailed to give a meaning
to certain signs in his propositions. (6.53)

What does 'Digns· mean here? Obviously not 'propositional

signs', nor pr9qably 'simple signs' since these could only

'be u:sed in an e~ementary proposijiion.. But if we accept that

all propositions are truth-functions of elementary propositions

then ultimately it would mean that in the elementary

pDoposition the'simple signs' had no reference. But this is

not the same as the Positivist claim that the metapr~sician

is uttering the non-empirically testa'ble, or an assertion

which cannot in princij)le be verified. vVi tt,genstein is

rather saying that there is no object tu correspond to the

sign, the name; the words have no reference, and thus no

fact is being pictured. So the fact that.metaphysics has

no meaning depends upon his met~~s.tc..al..._theory ..

I have discussed the 8.ctual 1 picturing l aspects or

tne l-'icture 'l'heory or Meaning, and tried to indicate how

ifi ttgenstein meets the possiiJle o'bjections r0gard1ng

elementary propositions and correlation. But 1 would now liKe

to concentrate on one aspect of the theory which I have

not yet given much attention. This is the notion of an 'object'.
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Simple Objects

We learnt that the world was the totality of facts,

not, of things (1.1) and yet a state of affairs - a fact - is a

combination of thLDGs. These' things II are I objects I, and the

way in which they combine yields a particular state of affairs.

Now the point.of interest here is ~ particular states of

af'fairs ol)taip. and not others. Wha t permi tos the objects to

combine in certain ways,and not in other ways~ For obviouslY

,there must be Some restraining factor, since if all these

objects simply combined at random, then the most incredib.le

states of affairs might result.. Hovvever, if we are asking

'wb,y are there some facts and not others ?' then this

question has no sense.. To what does 'others' refer? To

other facts ? Then what are these other facts ? Are they

possible facts which have never been realiz6d in actuality, or

are they imPossible facts- in which case they cannot be

called 'facts' at all? If , on the other hand, we restrict

ourselves to asking the <luestion _Iwhy can objects combine

in certain ways only·?' -then this is legitimate, and is

answered in the Tractatus ..

As we might perhaps eocpect, the appeal is to logic ..

"In logic nothing is accidental: if' a thing can occur in a

sta te of a1"1'airs, the possibility of that state of aff'airs

must be \vri tten into the thing i tselt' .. (2.012) In this

way the future of the object is decided from the -DOg inning.

According to its nature it is logically predestined not
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to enter certain combinations, whilst the logical

possi"bili ty 01' cer'tain other combinations is Yvri tten into

the object. Howe vel" , the s ta te s of aft'airs which actuall.Y

obtain are not decided. Logic"is prior to the question

'How':", not to the question 'VVhat? '." (5.552) And yet what

actually obtains is still limited by what £§ll obtain,· so

there is no such thing as coincidence or chance. Nothing

goes beyond the .. province of logic. "If :things can occur in

states of affai~s, this possibility must be in them from the

begirll1.ing."(2.0121 b) From this it foLlows that "If I know

an object I also know all its ,possible occurrences in

i states of' al':t'airs. " (2.0123 a)

But now the problem arises as to what Wittgenstein

! can mean by wknow an object". It seems obvious that he cannot

mean lcnowledge by aCQuaintance as it would be if I tall.;;:ed

about knowing my gl'eat aunt, or knowing my pet goldf'ish.

bowl.) It is hardly liKely either,' to be knowledge by

description as i t wou~.d be if I said I 'know' my friend I s

grei;;.t auntNho loves in Australia~ Hovv, then is iJittgenstein

using this word ilcnovv' ? He says : "lf I am to know an
11

Obj~ct, though I need not know its external properties,

I must know all its internal properties .. " So how could I

know the internal properties of an object ? Perhaps here

the accent is more 'upon 'if' than upon the 'know', and this is



the point. Otherwi:se, the only meaning we can give to 'knovling

an object' seems to be'knowing that ~t exis~s.' But this

presents enormous difficulties, for 'objecL ' is a'rormal

concept'in the Tractatus - not a proper concept-word. Here

Wi~~genst~in argues that all rormal concepts ( eg.'number;

'fact',', '1~unction' ) are repr.esented by variables, and whenever

the words are used wrongly, as proper concept-words, then

nonsensical pseudo-propositions result. (4.1272) ThereforEJ he

asserts, it is impossible to say "There are Objects"( 4.1272)

This would in ract be an example or a pseudo-proposition

in the same way that IX is a'n objec't I would 1'all under this

category. The pOint here is tha~ when the vari<:~ble is

replaced by a name ,m~.ming an obje ct" the~ expression I x is an

Objec:t' shOuld give an elementary :proposition. But in an

elementary proposition an atomic state 01' ai'i'airs must be

pictured, and What picture WOUld •a. 1S a.n Object' provJ.de '{

vVhat state oi' ai'fairs is being described here ? Tne answer

is none, for the so-called pr0:l?0si t,ion contains only the

name or an object, and this is not a sta~e or arrairs.An

atomj.c fact is a combination o:r objects, just as an elemen~ary

proposition is a concate,na tion of' names. So it is as

nonsensical to say'x is an Object' as lt is ~o s~ merelY ·x'.

E~uallyg 'There are numbers', or °There are f'acts' or 'fhere

are 100 Objects' would all 'be nonsensical. II is a number'

is not the sign of a genuine function: the replacement of
I I

I b;y- a name \vould not yield a genuine proposition.. Therefore:
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liTo ask 'Vvhether a formal concept. exists is nonsensical.

FOI" no proposition can be the answer to such a question. It

(4.1272) So to say "If I know an object" means "If I know

an object exists •. 11 is also nons0nsical ~

But if existence cannot be predicated. of objects

what can it meun tq talk of 'knowing' an object? It seems

indeed that the possibility of 'knowing' these objects in
1

t~e ordinary sense of the word 'know' is ruled out. From
,
all we have seen it would appear that the only way in

which one could know an object would be in its

occurrence in a particular state of affairs. I could never

say 'I know an object' Without stating the situation in

which this object occurs. And then it would not be true to

say I know the ohject itself, but only that I know the

state of affairs (iee. the fact that ••• ) • I would thus

have to infer from the state of affairs to the existence

of such an object. So this is all that 'Nittgenstein can

mean when he says 'If I know an objectoe. i namely, 'if I

infer eo But I think we would'be justified in asking

for a reason for making such an inf'eI'ence ..

There are two questions to be distinguished here:

I Nha t is an object? i and i How can I know an object? I 'de

have been considering the latter, but this is an

epistemological problem wh:i.ch cannot be investigated

anyway,. The former is far more i;:jportant. One basic teaching

is that they arc simI)le and irreducible enti ties forming

9 For a good·summary ofv:littgenstein's argument
~ere see ."Wi ttgenstein I s Notion 'of an Object" b~- DoKeyt,
Philosophical ~uarterly Vol 13, 1963 .Pp.13-25
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the substance of the world. But this raises a problem. In

what wa.y do these obJects 1'Drm the sUbstance O!' the wor1.a ?

One reels that i~ lS lmportant to knOW whether Wlt~gensteln

is :t:'ell"ying hlS . ·objects t - whether he regards them as havlng

an actual eXlstence l11 ~he empirlcal wor1.d. It cou1.d be argued

however tnat when Wittgenstein uses the word 'world' ne lS

not ta-L.K.lng about tne physical or empirlCa1. world - but this

is merely a te:rm "designatlng the SUbject matter 01' loglcal

ana;jTsis .. It lS meanlng1.eSS to aSK w.hetner ~ne,'wor1.d is real
,

or 110; or whetner the obJects are real OI' no. In thlS case

it :LS a 1'uti1.e de oate as to Whe tner Q th1.n~S; are' th1.ngs· - 1.n

tne way ~nat a reallst regards Cha1.rs and g01.drlsh bowls as

·th:mgs· -;or whetner 'things l are merely loglcal postUlates.

Since ne 1.S no~ talKll1g about the physical world ~he qUestlon

simply does not arise $ I:e however one dO? s maintain that

Wi tt.gensteln is talking about the world in vrhlch we live,

then one has a problem regarding the ontOlogical status or

his Objects ..

Yet it' vre accept Objects merely as theoretical

pos tUlates, the problem is not entu'ely dlsmissed, t'or the

question may still be asKed :!!N. are they postu-La"ted, and to

What extent are "they necessary ? The arrmver to this question

'Vrill lead us back to review the whole of Wittgenstein' s position

regarding logic ..

We are given no description or the qualltles or

obJec:ts - ror tney nave none .. <.;opi lriaS thE;rerore correct to

argue tnat Wittgenstein's ObJects are "bare par"tlCU1.arS havlng
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no material properties wha tsoevel',."10 But the accent here

must be on the word' matel"ial'. It is true that no qualities

can be prc~1cated of objects. They are colourless, spaceless

t · 1 11 ..:l' t' t'~me ess anu. J. ~s no unreasonable to deduce that they

arc also tasteless, shapeless, motionless and without size

or smell. 'rhey- have absolutely no 1~esemblanc0 to thinr,s
,

which we would call 'objects'-tables,chai~s,goldfishbowls.

30r Wittge~stein of course, these arc not objects at all.

They are rather confiGuration of objects :they arc facts,

and these facts are pictured by the proposition.

For it is only b;y- mC8j1n of' :nroposi tions that material
.,prQ}JGrties 0.1'(; J'eprusGntad.·- only;JY thE:: configuration
of obje cts that they are produced. •• (2.0231)

And yet. it v:fould bE:' wI'ong to say that they are Vii thout

properti0s altogether, f6r Nittgenstein muntions that

they have both intcl'nal and extt:rnal propel'ties.' The

internal properties seem to be this possibility of their

combj.ning to forl:l certain states of affaire. Each of these.
possibilities is part of the nature of the objects, and

if all objects are giv~n then all possible states of

affairs arc also given. (2. 012l.i.) The external propertie s

th~n, could probably be understood as their actual.occurance

in states of affairs.

But now,- granted. that the 'o'bjects' arc

theorutical postulates,of which wu cannot predicate
----=~-----------------------

, 10 I,.;opi : "01l jects,i:Toperties and hclations in
the Tr8.ctatus II. l.iind April 1958 p.163.

11 dittgenstein does not tall: of objects being
space-less and tirJ1elGss, but I think this is what :,lUSt
be understood by taking 2.02j2 'Vvitl1 2.U251.
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V/hich \';e can <..ttribute no material pro,lerties, the question

I,
ari~es - what, if anything, is the relation between these

theoretical postulations an~ our mtcriul objects? Or, in

other words, what is the relation between Wittgenstein's

'things' and our 'goldfish bowls' or bet\/een his objects

and his stutes of aLfairs ? (';."01' as we have seen, 'I/hat we

regar:d as 'objc~ts' are l'e<:~lly combinations of objc cts -

ffacts'-in th~ ~&ngu~ e of the Tructatus .) If a state of

ufcairs is only ~ configuration of objects', alJ. of vhj.ch have

no material properties, then hovi .9-0 these pro}lerties arise

in the state of affairs? To 1LYlc1erst<::,nd this 'ivc must take

into account tViO further terms, viz, 'structure' and "forml.de

have seen that in a state of affairs the objects stand in

a determinate relation to one another", and this dctermfunate

relation is the structure of the state of affairs. 12But lifOI'm

is the possibility of structure. lt (2.033) The possibility of

an object occurring in a state of af~'aiI's 'i~3 the form of the

object. So it is through this 'fol"m' that tIle 'structure'

taker:. place, and through this 'form' that material ,,:ualities

Lu'e producecl \ihen objects combine. "Sp~,C\.J, ti,TJe colaul'" (lJeing

colou:rcc1) arE:- forms of objects."(2.0251)So these C010U1"S or

spatio-tLmpol"al 1"c lationships so not obtain in objects by

themselves; they obtain\l>oilly in configurations of objects: in

stc.;.tes of affairs. Only the possibililY of all this is part

of the ns.ture of an object."A Slicck in the visual field,though

it need not be red, must have SOlIIG colour: it is so to speal<;: surrounded
, .. _.- _.. _--"- .._----

12 CE 2.03-:::'·032
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by colour space. Notes must have ~. pitch, objects o~ the

sense o~ touch~ degree of' hardnesis and so on." (2.0131)

So: "Objects contain the possibility of' all situations."(2.0l4)

A problem arises with regard to this 'f'orm'. Wit~gcnstoin

clearly did not see this in the "v"fay that Kant saw it: namely

that ~ impose the space. and time upon objects through our

pUl~O intuitions. He presupposed that the t~orms' were

eSGentiall~r connected vd th the objects., not with the perceiver.

This ~ollows naturally when we think back upon his dictum

concerning the self. B?t we are now in a state o~ perplexity

regarding these 'objects'o They are stripped of eve~ything

vlhich would make them intelligible to us, and the only way

in which any material properties obtain is thro~gh these

'forms I • But 'where do these '~orms 'reside ? Or is there no

sense in asking this Q.uestion ? I thinl( the only way in

which we can understand Wittgenstein's notion'of t~orm' is..
by saying it is simply the possibility of structure p But this

in itself is perhaps not entirely satisfactoryo

The whole idea o~ ob~ects remains mystifying. In

spite o~ having nothing we would recognise as properties,

and in spite of' being boung up with the equally mystifying

notion of 'form' we are left vlith the st?-tement that they

nevertheles[] mal(e up the substance of the \vorld .. But even the

word 'substance' seems to have been deprived of all its usual

connotations. Berkeley rejected tne Lockean substance- something
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l~ 14"I l-cnoW' not what" as l~edund8.nt • Berkeley rightly arguGG

that rather> than postulate a supra -ul;jnsory worlcl 'behind'

the world we perceive, one could. reject the notion of' a

rnate:ric,l world altogether. And in his famous division of.

primary and secondary qualities Locke did indeed argue that

the'seconcary Q.ualities' (touch, taste, colour etc.) "belonged'

to the perceiver, but nevertheless he postulated the 'primary

; qualities' as sQmehow inherent in the objects themselves. 15

It is true that Locke's'suhstance' was mysterjous and
I

unnecessary, yet in so far as it formed a basis for his

I primary I qualities, an argument for' it could be maint8 ined.

HOYieVel~, 'with,iitteenstein's i substt..l1ce' there are no :plrimary

Cluali ties Ol~ any other cluali ties whicl1 can "be pree}icated of

it. All Vie knorl 01' it is that it I'su"bsists ind.epenc1ently 01'

what is the case." (2.024) 'l'hat is to say, ii' all the present

states or affairs did not exist,this 'SUbstance' would

sOI:1ehOVf still be subsisting, and there vvou1Cl still be the
i
i

possibility that these states of 8.f1::'airs might obtain. But

if the Lockean substance vias rec1undant, hOYi can we claim

anything more of the Wittgensteinian substanCe, which, if

anything, is nore mysterious an(.' incredible than anything

Loclee held. There SeCj:iS at first to be no rea80n why

Nittgenstein should maintain this theory of suhstance and
------ _ ..- --_., --- ----------------------

Chap"

Sect.

13 Locke: Essay Concerning Human Unc1erst:.:..nding Bli: 2
UIII BectoAIV-JtX (po 216 IJond~on,dard Lock & Co.)

14 Bel"'lce ley: Pr inciples of Human Knovl1e~e Pt 0 I
l6-2l.j. (p. 36 J..london, Brown and bons, 1937)

15 Locke: Essay Chap VIII ,Sect 3 pp. 85ff
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simple obj8 cts, papticulaI'ly since all we previously

undepstood by' SUbstance' occurs ,.only in states of affairs.

If we took substance in this earlier sense we could ask

Yv'hy Wi ttgenstein goes further than the atomic states of

affairs and try to l'educe these still more:.. If we took any

particular fact as an example and reduced- it to its basic

elements we should see the redund.ance of any of,the former

noti,on of sUbstance" If \".Je took a goldfish bowl and broke

it do\Vll to its basic particles, we would still not find these

'simple objects' For What is 'substance' other than the
!

physical atoms \vhich compose a' particular thing? Are

Wittgenstein's objects any more respectable than Locke's

Bo'net.hing 11 I-knO'iv-not -what "? Is Wi ttgenstein really

maintaining the existence of some meti;lphysical entity

beneath the physical, numerical, spatial, and kinematic

com)onents of a particular thing ?

I think it must be maintained that he is not ..

At least, not in the same sense in which Locke asserted his

substance .. For Wittgenstein's 'simple objects' were not

1Jh;y:s!p.cal, but logica~" components .. He arrive0. at them through
i

the process of inference .. And yet, at the same time one

caanot deny that these were definitely metaphysical, for

once Vie he"Ye analyzed - e 0[;. - a goldfish bowl - into its

physical particles, into its size, shape, nt.unber, possible

enermr, there is little left which can be 'substance , .. On

this thoory of 'physicD]. SUbstance' "it would indeed be '\Tery

16 Locke's Essay -note 13
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difficult to imagine what these 'obje~ts' coul( be, out of

';i'hich the s tate of affai:cs known as a 'goldfish bowl' emerge s.

OnE;; feels justified in concluding that they are not anything

at all. Yet, we shall see that on Wittgenstein's basis they

are 8~solutely necessary.

Objects arc unalterable and subsistent: it is their

configuration, the states of affairs they make up, vlhich is

cha.nging and unstEcble. One is reminded of the Old Greek

searc:h for the 'pbysis' of things: the stable and permament

nature amid the flux .. In a sense, W'ittgenstein's 'objects'
. , I

have much the same character as ThalGs water' 01" Anaximcnes'

'air Ii. Yo t "Vie must not over-s:: mplify the position of the

T1"'u.ctatus .. Admittedly , the unalterable form of the 'world
'l>

is constituted. by I objects I , but more than that, these objects

are completely essential for the meaningfulness of any

proposition. "If the world had no sul:Jst<:::nce, then whether a

proposi tion hac1. meaning would de})end on Yihethel' another

proposition wo.S t1"'11e." (2 .. 0211) and, most crucially: "In

that c&se V/8 could not sketch out any picture of the vvorlo.

(true or false)."(2.0212)

ile CfU1. }Jerhaps bee;in to see the need for the logical

simples of the Tractatus .. They are needed to combine and

mG.~:e stb.tes of af~'airs; they are nec.:CJed for nar:les to

l"eprescnt then in elementaI';Y- propo:::;itic:ns; they are needc(1

essenfu.lly for the P-;,cture Theory of Meaning. But in each

c~:.se the ' existence of any one of thee,e is logically dependent

upon the existence of the others .. If we hold up the elementary
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proposition 8.S the reason why we need simple objects (i.e.

in order" tha t the 'names' in the pro])08i tion will have 'meaning')

then Vie must say why the elementary pl"oposi tions are necessary.

We may c:laim that it is becuuse they must picture the facts,

and these facts must be configurations of objects. But for

this no other argunent is given it is accept~d a 'priori~

It is quite true that because of his theory simple' objects

are necessary, yet\' there is no reason why this theory is
\

itself nec8ssary'! He does state that it ..../oulc1 be impossi"ole

for 8. god to "crcc::,te a \'Vorld in which the pro'posit,~on ':12.'

WG.S true vdthout cre8.ting [....11 its objects." (5.123) But this

iSi no argument. He says also 11 If 'we know on pure ly logical

grounds that thel'e must be elementary propositions, then

everyonE::: viho understands pro];)ositions in their unan[~lyzed

fOI'm must YJlo\,{ it. II (5.5562) However, do we kno\"J this on

'purely logical grounds'? It seems highly dubious. We still

do not knmv wh8'-~ an elementary pr·oposi tion could be. I said

our probleM was almost solved, but there remains p~rhaps a

slight feeling of uneasiness .~ve arc told : "Elementary

propositions consist of nameso Since; however, we are unable

to give the number of names wi th different ;~;eanings, Vie are

also unable to [;ivc the compos i tion of elerncntc::1.Y',f propositions. II

( 5.55 ) Th, only gtmrely logicc:.l grounds' for the
Ii

nece~Gity of elementary propositions is that they arc

nee(ecl to pictuI'e sts. tes of ,affairs. But ';';hc.t is required
\

in pictur'ing st&tcs of affair's is th&t thE; n,-~mes
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in the concatenations known as elementary propositions must

correspond to the simple objects in the atomic facts. Yet we

have seen tht'",t the only 10gicaJ necessi ty f'or sirnple objects

is that the world must have sUbstance, f'or which the only
Iii

gra:!. ndS are that the elementary propos i tions can picture

states of aff'airs. Thus ther has been a revolution of 3600

anc. we have turned once more f'or the 'purely logical grounds'

f'or our lcnowledge that ther", must be element8.I"'J proTlosi tions.

So eElch element of' Wi ttgenste :Ln' s system is very intricately

interwoven. His terms are all inter-def'inable and all have

meaning ';[i thin the system. But if' 'Iiie tiVY to abstract them

from the whole system, which is what I believe the Positivists

did, then the meaning v/hich they had. no longer holds. One

cannot really criticise Wittgenstein for the tightnesG of' his

system: although one may want to criticise him if' one cannot

'cash' the terms he uses. But as it stands Wittgenstein's

system is e:Kt:r:e.moly well worked out, and each proposition

entf.~ils the rest, in terns of the whole. Therefore ",ny f'inal

criticism we give must be criticism of' the whole.

The notion of a simple object is theref'ore essential

to the Picture Theory of' Meaning, and this theory is

f'undcunental to the Tractatus .. A.ccoro.ing to the Tractatus to

have sense meant to picture a possible state of' affairs .. This

possibility, as we saw, was prescribed by logic, and the

possible conf'igl.Jrations in which it could occur v/ere written

into the nature of the 'thing itself"It a.id not natter' fOl' the

'sense I of the pro]')osi tion 'lv-hether the 'state of' af' ~~airs actually
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existed or not: if the possibility was there, and if the

names in th0 elementary proposition corresponded to the objects

forl3ing the possible configuration then the proposition had

I110anin£;. dhen no meaning could be given to the various signs

in the proposition : if the names named nothing : them it

'was logically impossible for the proposi tion to picture

anything, and the proposition was nonsGnsical. No experience

is necessary i~ deciding whether or not a proposition has

J11caning in the 'rractatus. Experience tells us whether a

s ta te of affaiJ;ls actually exists or not, and therefore \'Ihe ther

it is tr'ue or false. And this presupposeD it has a sense.(4.064)

But Vlhe'ther or not a proposition has a meaning is a pure ly

logical matter : this is <:lsking whether a picture is

possible, Whether the situation it claims to picture can

exist. The possibility of this object occuring in that state

of affairs is a fact of logic: ilLogic dGals with every

possibility an(.1. all possibilities are its facts. II (2. 0121b)

There are however two classes of expressions which

are not nonsensical, and yet still have no meaning. These

are tautologies and contradictions. They are not pictures

of facts (4.L~62) They do not represent any one possible

situation for the former admits all situations and th::.. latter

none. (4.464) They are the two extremE; cases amongst

the possible groups of truth conch tions. (L~ .46) The

11roposition stana_s mid-way; "A tautolog'J I s truth is certain, a
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proposition's possible, a contradiction's impossible."(4.464)

This has o~ten been expressed by using the terms 'necessvily

true' for t!=lutologies, and. 'necessarily false' fpr

contradictions. And this necessity is logical necessity,

just as the possibility of a proposition's being true is

logical possibility. Logic is the determining factor in

eo.ch case. Logic prescribes the limit of meaning. Logic

prescribes the limits of what can be thought or said.A

proposition cannot have senze unless what'it pictures is

logically possible.

Ultimately,then,\iTc must in'lrestigate this whole

concept of logic .. The Picture Theol"'Y of Meaning ifJ certainly

dependent upon this concept of logic , but there is another

vit&l issue in the Tr<icto.tus to be examined, which will

inQicate still further how logic becomes the metaphysical

basis of the work. I am referring to the doctrine of

'showing forth'. This is connected with his picture theory

in that although propositions describe a situation they

cannot describe their own meaning.

Doctrine of'Showing Forth'

A proposition says - this is how things stand: and

if it is true, it shovri:; how they ,stand. (4. 022) The sense of

the proposition cannot be pictured" but must be shown forth ..

And, ':vhat C8.n be sho.,-m cannot be said. (4.1~12) This is the

doctrine in brief, and we, see it as the crux o:e the Picture
,

T.h~:ory .. But it is yet more t'undamental th..:.:n this. Earlier
I

in tile thesis it was said 'that 'Hi ttgenstein 'was concerned to
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esta.blish w.l;1at language and the world had in comman. There

are two ide~s here: that which a picture has in cdmmon with

vlhat it depicts, and that which a proposition has: in common

wi tb. what it pictures. These are 01' course closely inter-

woven since a proposition is a picture. ~4.0l) The

question here then is not how do we know that this

proposition i;~ a picture of' that situation -? We/have

already seen' that 'Ni ttgenstein does not recognise

'epistemological' Clues tions o.s having SGnse. '1'he answer to

SUCh. a question can only De : YW l::noVl that it JS a .::>ictUit'e

of 'x' 'by compa1"ing it witn'x.'.(2.223) Nor is the question

he1"e about the elements in a picture corres}}onc1ing to th.,

clements of' a l\;Ct. We 2.re not asking Yvhat elements of' the
..

propositioIl8.l sign correspond to the objects of the

though. t. The ansvror to this would be ·that "in a picture

the elements of a picture are the representatives or

Objects ll (2.l3l) or that in a proposition names deputise

1'01'" o'bjects.

What in f'act we are s8arching 1'01'" is that Which is

'in common b.otvveen~ complete si tuation and the picture

or .proposition which truly pj.6tures it; for that 'which is

in Gommon bctv/een the totality ot' situations and the totali ty

of' pro)osi tiOD,S ; for that which is in common, then, betvreen

the world and language. Wi ttgenstEi:in tells us c1efinj. tely: "There

must be somethinG identical in a ricture and what it depicts
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to enable the one to be a picture of the other at all."

(2.161) Propositions must have something in common with

reality in order to be able to picture it, It seems obvious

n011l that what we ::tre,searching for cannot be an element

within a proposition,or within a state of affairs. It

must be something to do with the str;ucture of a picture,

a proposition, and a fact. The structure of a picture is

the connectiop. of its elements(2.15) and the possibility

of this strUCtUI'e is the pictorial form of the picture.

And it is this: yrhich a picture must have in common \vi th

reality to be 8.ble to picture it (2.17) "A picture has

logico pictorial form in common with what it depicts(2.2)

It is by means of the pictorial form that it represents

what it does repr8sent - independent of its correetness

or incorrectness. In the same way a proposition - a

picture- has logical form in comnon with the reality it

pictures. (4.12)

Now that we have discovered this common form

we may return to see the full significance of the doctrine

of showing. For in being shown the sense of a proposition,

vlie are being shown its logical form-its cornmon element

with the situation it represents. A proposition is

powerless to picture .'chis form. The form must show itself ..

Th:is is Y/by Wi ttgenstein says "A picture cannot however

depict its pictorial fOI'm : it displays it."(2.172) A

pictuI'e represents its subject fI'om its I'epresentational
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~orm-i.e. ~rom a pooition outside it. It cannot however

place itsel~ outside its representational form. (2.173 -4)

In the same way:

PropoLitions can represent the .whole o~ reality, but
they cannot represent what they must have in common with
]c>e&lity in order to be c..ble to represent it -
10~ical ~qrm. (4.12)

This logical ~9rm must show itself: it rr,ust express itself

in language. WeI must ~ind its reflection in pr9positions.
,,:'\

This is why ItPD·~positions show the logical form of reality."

(4.1:21)

11 It is np1,v possible to see that we have arl'ived at
:1

t1;le root of the. Tractatus. The Picture Theory of Meaning is

indeed crucial, o.nd so are the concepts of simple objects,

atom:ic facts and element8.r;)T propositions .. But all these

~ind their importance and necessity in Viittgenstein's

concept of logic. 'de saw in the ..Picture Them'y that f'or

a prbposition to have sense it had to picture a possible

state of' affairs, which was a configuration o~ simple

objects. AlsC1 that these objects wer'e necessary to give

point to the notions of elementary propositions, atomic

~acts and the Picture Theory of Meaning. But the only

reason wl1;f objects should combine in certain vmys to produce

stat(::s of aft'airs seemed to be that they had the 'possibility'

of this combination viri tten into thej.r nature .. It was

. h t th' i ." • 1 . t 'd1scovered t a -_ 1S pOGS101 1 Y depended upon logic,

which determined every possibility, and every
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necessity. In the 'doctrine of showing' we saw next that a

proposition can represent the wh~le of reality, but not the

'logical form' which it hus in common with it. Everything

is constructed according to this self- displaying form:

A gre-JIl.ophone record, the musical idea, the written
notes, the sound waves, all stand to one another in
the same int8:i:nal relationship of' depicting that
holds between language ana the world.

They are ail constructed accora.ing to a coinmon
logical pat-tern.' (L~.14, italics mine.) '"

Is Logic a priori ?

It is nO\y our d.uty to ask wh;)r logic has such a

force in the Tractatus. Logic, we ure told, pervades' the

world; the limits of Uhe world are also its limits. (5.61)

He cannot stand outside the world and. S8.ylll the wOI'ld has

this in it, and this, but not that. til (5.61.) Logic is

prior to every experience. (5.552) In logic there are no

surpriscs.(1.25l) In logic nothing is acd.d.ental. (2.012)

Thought can never be of' anything illogical • It is

impossible to represent in languuge anythlng that contradicts

logic • (5.4731) We cannot make Llistakes in logic • (S.LI-73) .

IlLogic is not a body of doctrin~ but a mirror image of' the

"vorld.Logic is transcendental."( 6.13) There C8.n thus be

no statements about logic (except those of the
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Tractatus which, as the author ac1rni tted, ViCl"'C meaninrrless.)

Logic prescribes the possibili ty ot' stI'l.lcture , the

possibility of states 0:1:' a1'1'airs, the necessity for simple

objects, the necessity for logical form. We cannot represent

logical forEl - 1'Ol~ in ordcI' to do so we should have to

station oUl'selves Vii th proposi tions SOIile';ihere outside logic,

i.e. outside the v{orld • And. that is impossible - logically

imposs:]."!)le. Logic thus pl'ovides the metaphysical basis of'

the rrractatus. 'fhc whole v/orl;;: finds i t8 root in and taKes

its meaning i'rom thIs one concept 01' logic. But what

jus tif'ication can 1ifi ttccns te in give 1'or holding this view

of logic ~ Vil~ does logic peI'vade the world Y ~U1Y io it

prior to every experience 't Wi ttgenstein gives us this

reason : IIdhat makes logic a priori is the in,possibili t;:,r

of' illogical thongl1t. 11 (5 .L~3 (1)

On the surface this seems plausible :- when we

exali1ine tIle statem0nt, hovlever, it is aln:ost tautologous.

ii.hat sort o:t"ijj:possibility' does dittgcnstein mean '? He

can only mean the i logic<:-.l 'impossibili ty of' illogical

thought. i What is being said then '? It would malw as good
'I
:1

,sensE; to say t.hat thE; reason 1'01" the (logical) impossi·bili ty

oi' illogical thought lsthat logic is a I)1~iorJ.. So in 1'acT,

dittL;c;nstein is not giving a I'eason at all. '1'l1e ~loeical)

necessi ty or logical thoug.i1t c1e})ends upon the a priori

charactt-r 01' lOGic, an6 tJ:18 aprj.ori character 01' logic

c.cl)cnds upon the ',lOEX1co.l) nc cc ssi ty 01' logical tl1ought.
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.And we realize that rio reason can be given. Logic cannot

prove i tseH' to be a priori. rrhe whole de bate must therei'ore

stop at this point. The only justification thatdittgenstein

can give for maintain-ing this view is to say I ';1e 11, this

is hoW' thinG13 a.PJ?eax' to me. i Ye t he does more than this.

He appeals t~ us and claims ,that i1' we IDlderstand our everyday

languagc then we must see the in8vi ta-bili ty 01' elementary

proposi tions • What is more VIC I'lUS t assent to hH3 thesis

that llogica~,~orm I the structure or reality - does

show i tse11'. But if 'vie decide to be sceptical , and insist

that we arE.:; nc i t.ner aware OI' this so-calle 0 logical i'orm
I',

-being displa.Y~d in OU1~ language , nor are aware 01' any need

:t'or elementary propositions which cannot be formula ted, tllcn

there is no rurther argumcnt which Hittgenstcin can produce

to sho"l; ti:lat t"..cse things must be so. All he can say is tllat

the sceptic cfl.nnot see tne vlOrld arip;ht; he cLoes not really

understand th~ 'propos:Ltions he, is uttel~ing. '1'11e sceptic

would be trying to raise dOUbts where no qu~stions can be

aslced (0.51), and this ';vould not YJliJrr'y.Httgenstein. He

realized that many would not understand the.: Tractatuq, but was

not concerned about this. The purpose or-the bOOK ~ou1d be

aChJ8vcd II if it gav(;, pleasure to one person who re8.cJ and

UnO-(;l'S tood it. II 1 ( If this is so the.n we can aSK

what qU8.1i1'ica tions then mus tareader havc to unders tand

17 'iract. Author's Pref'ace p.3



it'? It seems he, must be someone '''who has himselr already

had the thoughts that are expressed in 1t- or at least

. . II 18Slm1lar thougnts.

And ror the rest ~ It does not matter. ~or those wno
\i

sh:h.re:; iii ttgenste1n "s :t'ai -eh the bOOK 1S und.erstandable and

accep-eable. ~'br those wno have not lfet heen converted it

wiLL present only problems and mislmclerstand1I1;gs. 'l'he

concept oi" log;Lc the metaphysical basis or the bOOK can

only be occepted a priori. And yet the aut110r hunsell" is

Jraced \lVl th a pu.radoXlcal problem at the end 01' the bOOK -

nai;:ely, vmat to do Ylith the propositlUIlS 11; cuntains. On

their own condl tiun they are meanlngless. 'l'hus Vii ttgensteln

adInl ts they are SO - yet retrac'ts 11~)11e ot" tnelll. they IHUSt

be used as a ladner to Clll!lO uD '[:,0 What 1S beyund.. Once

"these prOl)osi-Cions h8,ve been transcended, one can see the

YlOr.J.G arlgh"t. 'l'ne 'l'l"'ac'tatus lS therer-ore Ul11que"lt expresses

Ule lnexpresslole, ana yet dues so 111 urd~r -ena~ J.n rutune

onJ...V the expresSlOJ.e WLU oe eX9I'essed .. .l t oeGlll.S vn -eil a

theory alJout reall"ty, construc-es a system lJasecJ. on "thlS

theory,and eV6ntually rejec"ts all the proposu..tlons used to

express thlS system as nonsell.slcal. And there lS still no

hint I"rom the author that he mlght be mlS"ta.ken. Indeed

Wittgens'ce1n CH,J.::lS "The trut11 or the thougnts thc,-C are

here set I'orth seems to me um~ssallable and dct'ini tive .. ,,19

'1'heI'(; is nothing more to be said.

18 Author •s :Pl~el'ace p. 3
19 ibid p .. 5
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This 1"ascinating and pro1"ound work has greatly

inf'luenced western philosophy since its pUblicati,on. It

marli:ed a ·turning point in British philosophy, and gave an

impetus to the positiv"ism which Yl8.S being :eormuated in Vienna

and Berlin. ~.E.Moore hod reacted earlier, and so had

Bertrand Russell, but the conr.::is·~ol1.cy of' Wi ttgenstein' s

tight sjTstem, m d the o.mazing way in Which he appeared 'to

dissolve dl phi.Losophical pro'blems stl""ikes one as particularly

outstanding .. I:t marImd a sVleeping away 01' the wild

speculation of the later nineteenth century, and a turn

towards a desire 1"or gpee .. ter 'clarity and a distrust of'

met~physical verbiage. And this is good. But the gre~test

faUlt then of' the Tractatus VIas its oen metaphysical. standpoint,

which could not meet its own criterion f'or meaningfulness ..

So, the gre~.'.tcst fault of the ViennL Cil'cl0 .:!~. G t.ho.t, ':lhilst

they I'ejected the r;lotq)hYf.~ical natUI'e of the vlorl{ they

misunderstood. mc.ny ot' the ~,oi:g.ts \7hich 'iii ttc;enstein ms,de,

3.nd too};: it j.nsteo.d. lo.rc;ely as c~ trec'.tise on .PositivioY1' ..

Wi th their anti-meta.)hysical f'ervour they believed that

though Wittgenstoin said his work was nonsensical, they

could. ne'tJrertheless formulate a principle to rid phi] osoJ)hy

of metaphysics- a principle which rules out the possibility

of :Lts own expression - and still maintained that their work

had sense. They lacked. both dittgenstein's consistency, and

his philGsophical honesty. Nhen \ve turn to Schlick t s article
..

i7C shall notice cspecj.all;sr the former. But whethel"' he

succeeded. in doing what he claimec1 we shall novi discovcl"'.
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CHAPTER II

THE POSrrIVIST CONCEPT OF MEAl\fING.

In this chapter I shall be c3~scussing the concept

of meaning in the Logical Positivists, as exemplified by

Schlick's artiple "Meaning and Verification lt
•
29 Bu."\{ first

I 'would like to ex<:.:.mine briefly the background. and

historical seti~ng of the Logical Positivist movement,

and to indicate the influence of the Tractatus and the

divergence from it. Then it will be possible to fit Schlick's

article into this frai'le'I"lork, and understand it better in

the context of its philosophical stting.

The Vienna Circle

The Vierula Circle came into exist8nce during the

third decade qf this century, when Moritz Schlick became

professor of Rhilosophy at the University of Vienna. He

had come into philosophy frow physics, and W8tS thoroughly

imbued with the scientific way of thinking. 'lne Circle had

far reachin[; implications in that not only did it contain

many lc&c:'ing philosophers among its members (e .£!;. Schlick,

Car'nap, Fe igl,. 'daismarul 1 Kraft 1 eyc.) but it v[as composed

too of sociologists, economists, mathematicians ~nd

phy'sicists (e .g. Hans Hc~hn, Philipp Frank, Menger, GOc1el)

20 In Philosophical Revievl Vo 1. 45, 1936 PI>. 339
36S. All references to this article will-be given in the
body of the text. Paragraphs will be identifiecl by vii, Ji. v etc.·
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All members had some first hand experienGe in some field

of science, For several years it was not an organised

movement, but remained a group of philosophers united by

their common interest in, and similar approach to certain

pro(>lems. Carnap says about the ir approach:

Wc tried to avoid the terms of traditional philosophy
and to use instead those of logic, maths and empirical
science - pI' of that part of the oro inary lane-uege, vrhich,
though more vague, s till is ~:r fJrinciple translatable
into a scientific lo.ngui:,.ge.

The forinal organization of tho Circle vIas not until

1928, and in the following year the 'manifesto' -

1!'~VisE;vnschaftiche lJeltauffassung - Del" Wiener Kreis" was

pUblished. This gave a brief account of the general

philosophical position and principle aims of the groupo

The aims Viere to provide a SC;CTIr8 found.ation for the sciences

and to demonstre,te the mecul.inglessness of all metElphysics.

Popper argues that the anti-metaphysical f&naticism of the

Logical Positivists did in fact spoil much or ~helr scientlTlc
22

thln.l:ong. This zeal vlluch l'iyer later calls "the misfJionary

spirit of the Circle" led to the organization or international

congresses and SUdl pUblications as .h:rlmr:~}tnJ..~~, anc1 tne

i J.n tel"na tional :t:!;nC.JC.9..l.Q.2aedla or un=!-:E'ied bc ience 0 The whOle

idea oi' a unil'led science expressed in the langUfg e oT physics'

which was propoga ted by liarnap and ~\lcurath was constantly

attcclmd by ..t'olJpcr. he himseJ.:t' was never a lTIelJllJcr 01" 'Ghe

.. , ! . t ... LGlrcle, 8.no wOu.leJ not ,--~p!,reclate tll.e .laDeJ.. POSl -lVlSlJ.

l-lQ\.ever, even as .la"ce as 1<jb3 Garni1.p \/8.S still TI1[,i:.··.t[,ining

2i-~Tl.Tfosol?-.t£~_·of. Ru(lol:f" C"arrh,,"::r,- edi i-:-' IfcE-iipp, p. 21
22 Ibid. IlDemarcation between Science and i,;etaphysics"

pp 183-226. Popper .Bee p.196 para iv
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that. Popper exaggerated their philosophical dif'f'erences •

Wittgenstein also , was never himself' a member of' the

Circle, but he was in close contact with sever~l of' its

lead.ing members; particularly with. Carnap, Schlick and

Waismann. Carnap describes these earlier meetings which tOOK

place shortlyaf'ter he himself' had joined the Circle in 1926.

Ther'e was no nQrmal kind of' discussjLOn : Wi ttgenstein talked

and the others listened - and only when elucidations were

absolutely necessary would they cautiously ask him to explain

things :rurther'!Y1n 1928 Wittgenstein insisted that he no longer

Wi~/hed Carnap to be present, ana. the meetings continued wi th

only Schlick and Waismann. 'Schlick however, was very inf'luencee.

by Wi ttgenstein - both personally and philosophj.cally,.

The Vienna Circle f'ormed an 'alliance' with the

Warsaw group, the Polish logicians and philosophers, of' whom

Tarski immediately comes to mind. There were also very close

a:t'f~iliations with Reichenbach's BeI"lin Circle. The movement

grew enormously in strength throughlbut the 30s, A.J •.A;j"er

began attending the meetings in 1933, and the tradition had

spread to Britain and the United States. But the Viennese

Circle itself' was disintegrating. Carnap accepted a chair at

the University or Prague in 1931, and Hahn died in 1934, two

years bef'ore Schlick was murdered by a stUdent whose thesis

he had apparently f'ailed. 23 Although the members or the

23 This incident has orten earned Schlick the title of
118\..; cond rnaI'tyr for l)hilosophy It next to Socr:.::.. tes. Al though the

German govenment did not itself execute Schlick, it nevertheless
vias very lenient towards his assassin, and very hostile in its
01.">bitLl.arios, almost iIt11)lying, as kyer puts it:"that 1,-")[;ica1
Pom t,ivists deBcrved to be murdered by their pupils., II !
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Circle, with the exception of NeuraiGh, hacl not been

noti.ceably active in politics, they pl"ovoked Nazi suspicion

because of their critical and scientific temper and most of

them were forceo into exile. The Bel:'lin Circle faced similar
il
i

opposi tion, and the 'Narsaw gronp disintegl"ated because of
I

the vvar. Neurath was nOl'l[ in Holland l, and attempted to continue

the movement, put he died not many ~rears later and the Circle

as such ended. However, Logical .t)osi tivism as a whole continued

to exert an influence for many more years. Even today it is

not 'unfair to say that the general scientific outlook is

highly positivistic.

Although the Vienna Circle had ceased, the Logical

Positivist movement had gripped much of the United States

and Europe. Carnap lectured in America, along with Tarski,

~uine, Goodman, Godel and Hempel. He was not however very

happy about the position there, particularly in Chicago. 24

In England the movement was represented bJ AyeI' and Naismann,

but over the last decade or more Positivism in Brmtain has

given wa~y to linguistic analysis, largely oecause of the

influence of Wittgenstein's later work- Philosophical

Investigations. The work of Wisdom and Austin has also

further stimulated this approach. The initial claim is

much the SaTile as that made by the posi tiyist: that no

philosophy is being pursued any longer, but only analysis.

This is carried further than by the Positivists however.

We see now that the ntetap~sician is no longer a

24 See his autobiogr,"phy pp41-3
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criminal, but a patient, with the philosopher as his

therapeutist. The contemporaI"'Y slogan is liThe meaning is

the use" and lWlguage games and cate.gories are all part o:f

this new method. A philosophical problem has the :form "I

don't knm/ m:y way about" 25and "the results of' philo:::;op1l.Y

8re the uncovering of' one another piece of' plain nonsense

8.nd of' bumps that the underst8neJ.ing has got by r1.mn~ng its

26heud up againsp" the limits of' language." Not:qing is hidden

ill1Y longer, und if' it is hiaden , then it is o~ no interest, .',

to U:8.
. '~,

But fOD nearly a Quarter of' a century Logical

Posi tivism mb-de its presence strongly :felt. In ll 'l'l1e Vienna

0iI"'c.1e - Its l::iGient~i·~t.: Outlook ll tl:e authors set out a
~ .".;

list of' whom they regarded &s their main precursors. These

ce..me to a f'ormtdable list, but it was only with D. f'evr aspects
"

of' the works Of these men that the Circle alligned itself'.

The logic&l, sqientif'ic, empiricistic, or positivistic

attitUdes of' tltesephilosophers was approved, but the

mete-.physics in e2:.ch case was rejected .. Carnap even distinguishes

betrleen the position of' the Cj.rcle and the older Positivism,

and says:"It is important to realize thet our doctrine has

nothing whatevel" to c10 with the theses of' the Resli ty 01'"

Unreali ty of u.nythtng whD tever." 27
----,::--~:--:-~----,,--:--,:--;;;----:--:---:-:---~---;--=-

25 IVi ttgenstein Philoso;;hical Investigations Sect 123
26 Inve~"tigations Sect. 119 (Black\/ell 2nd edit.

translc~tecl by lhsD Anscombe .. )
27 Carnap Philosonhy and Logical Syntax p.22. Psyche

Series. Lond.on-Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1951
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We see here that though Carnap acknowledges the

indebtednesF of the ,Vienna Circle to some aspects of

pl"'evious philosophy he nevertheless claims that they are

making a very significant break 'with the past. v'fua t is the

precise nature of this uniqueness they claim? It j.s that

they do not. practise philosopb,y. "We are not a philosophical

school ••, .we put forward no philosophical theses whatever. ,,28

Philosophy must be purged of all met.aphyr::lical and unscientific

elements; the psychological questions and all other questions

belonginG to the empirical sciences must alE,o lJe removed

and placee:' in the il'" proper domains. Then apart from the

questions of the inchvidual sciences all that remains in

the rea"of meaningfulness are the questions of the

'logical ~nalysis' of scienc~: analyzing its svntences,

terus, concepts, etc. In this way "tho logic of science

takes the ,place of the inextricable tangle of prol)lems

which is known ~iS philosophy. ,,29 This then is the clait1:

that the Vienna Circle is putting forward no doctrines,

but is pursuing the only genuine task of philosophy, which

1 'I 1 .' iis'! logical ana YSlS •
"

The (i.uestion is raised now, how far is this a

and outlook of the Positivists differ from those of

l'li ttgenstein? The Tr~::.ctD,tus \vuS reod out Clnd discussed

28 GarnEtp
29 Garnap Logical Syntax of LE.mgu~r;.e Ghap V p.2-19

liUH.i.ani ties 1:'res: 1 London - H.outled.ge and .l\.cgan .PaUl. 1~J51
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sentence by sentence \n the meetings 01' the Vienna Circle,

but it yvould seem that the Positivists had. already thought

ou t the basis 01' their position, and it was into this

already c,ccepted schema that Wi ttgenstein IS YV01'k was reEd.

Carnap ~:..dmitstha t the3T learnt much 1"'rorn their discussions
I

ot"' the huok and accepted many views, but 11e also adds "as

1'ar as Yve could assiLilate them to our basic cpnceptions. ,,30

And it mieht se.em that this vIas in fact f'urther than they

could ·be assimj.lated. Because the 'l'ractatus was raGd into
.; ------

~ positivistic framework Witteenstein's sensitivity

towards the :MY$tical YiaS ignorE-d. Carnap 'ilrites that

I'tl'adi tional theology is a remn<...nt 01' earlier times, and

entirely out of' line with the scientif'ic VIay or thinking

in the present century,1I31 Schlick too held this view, that

religion belonged to the childhood phase of humanity and

would. slOWly disappeal"' in the course 01' cultural develop-

mente But Schlic1>;: and Wi ttgenstein agreed that the doctrines

of religion in their various forms had no theoretical

content, but Wittg8nstein did not then attribute them to

the 'childhood phase'. He had a 'feeling' for the Mystical.

'ive cannot think or speak about it; it is 'meaningless'

because it goes beyond language and 'beyond the 'iv-orld." Tract.

6 .432-(") .1.;.0) And ye t the l'iJYS tical is nonetheless important.

At one point iii ttgenstein associates it ;,vi th "feelinr: the

vlorld as [3 liLJ.itcd wholell(0~4:)) He says lI'ive feel th2,t even

When all poss~blo scientific questions h8ve been answered,

jO Cc:,rmJp' ~J au to biography. Phil. of l:udolJ'_ C81"nat> p. ~4
31 autobiog~ p.t)

MILLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY,
McMASTER UNIVERSlft
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the problems of' life remain untouched. lt (6.52) as if> tne

iproblems of' life are quite remote and distinct f'rom any

. possible scientif>ic Questions. But then he adds: 1101' couree

: there are then no Questions le1't, and this i tsel!' is the

answer. 1I .And yet wc sense that it is not the anSVler. But
,

all the QueGtions have been asked, all the anS'NeX'L have been

given; we have ·trave.Lled to the 1imi tot> logical thought, or

langucge, or the world. And here we must stop. Indeed, there

is no 1'urthGr to go, •.yet, there ~ things \'lhich cannot be

put into words. IIThey malte themselves manirest. 'rhey are what

is m;)rsticaJ. 1I (6.522)

This 'reeling' for the liwstical is no part or

Positivism. On this point Wittgenstein seems to have been
il

thot'OUE;hly illisun6.ers tood. Indeed, Carnap aO.mi ts:
..

Earlier Yihen we i7e:ee rending Wi t·~r;enstein I s book in "the
Circle 1 hao. erroneously believei[1 that his atti tude
tows-rds metaphysics Vl8.f::.~ similar' to our·s. I had not paid
sufficient attention to the stateuents in his book about
the mystical, ·because his f'eelings ~nd thoughts il~ this
area were too divergent from mine.3~

It would seeIn that there waf; an equally big divergence

betvJeen the ain:s or the ?ositivists and Wittgenstein. l!'or

the Positivist~maths and empirical science were taken to

represent knOWledge at its best, wherebs Witt~enstein betrays

a rm.:ch less enthusiastic atti tude tow[~rds thls scientific

outlook. ~le anti-metaphysical drive of the ~ositiv.ists was

lacKing in him~ True, he came to the same conclusions as the

PositiVists, that meta.1>hysical statements are vllthout

cogni tive content, out he c:J.id so re luctantly and pain1'ully
32 Garnap's autobiography p.27
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"'as if he were compelled to adml t a we aknesr::, in a beloved

person.1/33 How influene:iaJ. then Vias the 'l'ractatus once the

metaphysical basis was rejected? I think the answer nes

in Carnapts statement.c.s to the most important insight he

gained from the Tractatus : "The conc.eption that the truth

of logical statements is based only on their logical structure
3L~

and on the Le1ining of their terms. III A second. important

insight v'n\f::: th~ realization that metaphysical statements

are (evoid 01' cognitive cont.ent, and that many of them

originate in a misuse of language and a'violatioH of logic •

..:rna so the critel'ion 01' mean'ing, if we can attribute this

to 'iii ttgenstein, was retained and aevelopea by the CiI'cle.

~/e shall set; as we exal.'1ine Schlick" s article that the notion

of contradictions and tautologies, the analytic-synthetic

dic:hotOlny (begun by Hume and Kant, but given more precise

fOY'mulation indi ttgenstein) and the emphasis upon reducible

statements were all adoptee t"'rom the T.r[lctatu~•

. One fina1 point must now be made .. All these notions

adopted~om the fractatus (the lcriterion of meaning; the

meaningless of metaph~lsics,the truth-functions of

propositions) were based upon a very definite metaphysical

theory 0 the theory 01' elementary propos i tions picturing

atomic l"'acts composed 01' simple ob,Jects. And this was based

on an even dee!ler and more a priori theory that logic perVades

th~ world. In selecting the teachings of which Lhey could
o

make use, Schlick and the PositiVists have withdrawn them

from the 'rr<::,ctatus schema, and c,eprived them ol'~~eir_context.

~3, ljid. p.~=r 34 Ibid. p.25
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They neglected to see then that these conclusions came about

simpilLy as a result of a metaphysical position. In the next

section of this chapter 1 hope that this will become more

evident. ,

Schlick, tlM~aning and Verj.f'ication ll

Having briefly outlined the rise and development

:of the Vienna Circle, indicated its main doctrines, and the

differenc8 in o~tlook between most of its members and

iVi ttgenstein, I would like to turn to examine a particular

example of a positivistic thesis, on the concept of meaning.

In this article Schlick both gives a summary of his mvn

position, and answers the criticisms levelled against

Positivism by .Prof'essor C. I ,Lewis o· Schlick' s indebteCi.ness

to the Tractatus is apparent in this article, as well as

his divergenc(J from the Tractatus position. After his

initial remarks about meaning and propositions he himself
II
~ I

actU.ally claims:

11' the preceding remarl.:s about meaning are ac, correct as
I am convinced they a1";e, this '.'1ill to a large measure
be due to conver·sations with Wi ttgenstein which have
greatly inf'luenced my OViTn views on these matters.I can
hardly exagg8rate my indebtedness to this philosopher.(:p3L~1)

In this chapter I therel'ore :pr'opose to examine Schlick's

own position, and the answers ~e provides to some or

Pr01~esso.r Lewis's oojections, and then LO raise some othel'"

o-ojections which mIght also be raif,ed. In doing this I ho.pe

to uncover again, as in Wittgen8tei~, the fundamental

assuinptions Yvhich Schlick is 1TB. king in order to arlo i ve at
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these conclusions. I think we shall flind a great similarity

in the concept of meaning of each of these philosophers,

and yet at the ~3ame time there are Yery dei'inite dif'f'erences.

I have indicated already what these might be, and as we now

~xamine Schlick's article we may perhaps be able to see

them more clearly.

The title or the article suggests that Schlick's

l:onc.ept of' mean-lng is bound UJi "vi th the idea qf'

verif'ication. J.w.d f'rom the opening paragraph is is obviou.s
~."

too that ImeaJ1iJ~g' concerns language and in particular

propositions. f}'}1t it is impor'tant f'irst, as it was with

Witt.genstein, n0 examine what Schlick means by a proposition.

lni tiall;y; it l'flu,st be distinguished f'rom a sentence: from a'

II ser ies of worgs which Vie are unable to handle", lI a mere

sE.:\.luel of sounq,s or a mere row of marks on paper. II (p.33:iiii)

This difi'erent~ation 'between a sentence and a proposition

overco:nes the i-arst difficulty concerned with [,eaning. b'or

he wants to ma~ntain 'both that it is 'lithe very nature and

purpose of every proposition to express its own meaning"

and also that we can legitimately ask for the meuning of a

statement which we do not understand. So by calling this

latter statement (Which is as yet"simply.a complex 0'1' si,gns

wi thout mesning") a sentenc~ this difi'iculty is solved.

Noyv \-/e can ask 1'0r the meaning of' the sentence, and f'or an

anSVJel' we aI'e given the proposition· vlhich the sentence

expresses, or the Illogical rUles which will make a proposit,ion
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out o~ the sentence, i.e.will tell exactly in what

circumstances the sentence is to be used." tp340i) Either

o:e these methods transform the sl:ntence into a proposi tinn

within a definite lang~age, and, therefore give it a meaning;

'the ~ir'st method represents the simplest Irind o~

ordinary 'translation'; the second one a~rords a
deellcr i:q.sight into the nature o~ meaning, and 'will
have to be used in order to overcome philosophical
di~f'i(;Flties connected with the understanding of'
sentences.

Although Schlick does not actually state what are

these'philosophical difriculiies' he does indicate their

sour'ce, na;,lely the mis-handling 01' our words. His argument

is that any word can, only be properly unoerstood, i.e. can

only' have a meEmj,ng, wi thin a del'inite context already

8,greed upon. In any new context new rules must be provided.

So i,t is quite mistalren to thinJ{ that Vie knOVi/ the meaning

of' a s<...ntenc0 siml)ly because Vi/e are f'al..iliar with the words

oc~urring in it. Bef'Ol"e we speak or write at all life need

to agree upon a de~inite logical grammar to, constitute the

sigm.~icance ot'" oUX' terms. New ru1es must be [~ppliec3, if' a

'ITOI'd occurring in a ne'if context is to have w3aning. '1'hese

rules can hmvever be appliec, ai,'bi trarily, and Schlick

tllustra tef~ this by the example 01' his fl"'iend I s nonsensical

wish .. His friend asKs to 'be t"'.1ren to a country where the slC"j"

is three t,L:.es as "b:i.ue as it is in England. 'l'his request

has no mecming 'because 'blue' is being used in a way not

provicled for by the existent rules. But i1' tJchliclr I s ~rien6.

de:rines what he means by · three ti'les as blue' in terms of
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the seroni ty of '1.",he sky, then the wish becomes meaningful' to

Schlick. 1!'rorn this it follows that if we asle for the meaning

of a sentence we are asking for the circumstances in which

it 'can, be used, 1"'01' conditions lU1der whic~'1. it will be true,

and under which it will be false. So

Stating the meaning of a sontci:lce amounts to stating the
rules according to which the sentence is to be used, and
tilis is the sume 'J.S stating the way it can be vcri:t'ied
(or falsified). The moc::.ning of a proposition is the method
of its verification. (p.341iii) ,

It is ne.;::easary nOYI to £:,sl::: for the nature of these

rules. Schlick t~lls us that they consist of ordinary

defintions, and 'ostensive' de':t':Lntions, the sim2)lcst fOr1:1 of

which is a pointing gesture accOJIlpan~ling the word. But usue"lly

of course the j)rocedure i13 :nCJI'e com~qlicated as very m&..ny words

cannot -be ostens i ve ly dei'ined. However', bchlick recognise s

th::it :['or Stny def'intion to be COlTI1Jl'ehensible vrc must l1l.nc1erstand

the l:xplaining words l)e:t"'orehand, and here he cluims that there

is nOviay of' unders tuno.ing <.J,n,} meaning wi tl10ut 1'inal recourse

to os teni::ii ve def'ini tions, adding: "and this means in an

obvious sense, re1'8rencc to' experience' or 'possi'bility of

veI'ification'lI( p.342 i~i) He denies that he is expGunding a

theor;r about meal1.lr,lg, but insists that this is the criterion

of COi;1L10n sense and scientific l)rocedul"e. He clai..s in fact

that this criterion of meaning has alway:.:, been employed in

the past, using an example from Einstein to support his point :

This then is Schlick1s own position which he states

in the first sc ctiua 0:[' '::lis article, ;:~nd v/hich he acknovrlec1sc... s
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as "tJ1.e basis 0:[' the whole philoso).hy of vrhat h8:3 been called

tne. 'logical positivism of the Viennese Oi1"cle'" (p.343ii)

'1'his -basis is 1"efeiL'1"ed to "by 1'1"ofesso1"' l;ewis as the 'empirical

-meaning 1"'e~ui1"ement' and is c1"'iticised as inadequate

because it limits 'significant philosophic discussion'.

Schlick now takes Lewis's objections and attempts to answer

them one by one \vith arguments derived fro,;, his statL:,"ients

in the ±'j.J:st s<:;ction. Lewis claims that the empirical-

meaning requirement demands that a!lY. concept or proposition

shall "oe intelligible not only verbally and logicallY
but in the 1>uI'ther sense that onG can specif'y thosu
empirical items which would deterj';,in8 the applica'bili ty
of the concept or constitute the verification of the
p:r.>o)osi tion .35

Schlicl{ denies that thcr0 is any justi:t'icc:.t lon for the YlOrc1s

'but in the further senseI. Quite the opposite: Positivism

asserts that the 'verbal ~nd logical under-standing'of a

proposition me~no kno~ing how it could be verified, In other

YiOl"ds t11at lIknowledge of how a proposi tion'"is verified. is

not anytlling over' and above its verbal and -Logical 1iUlderstanc1ing

but is identical with it." (p;344i)

Professo1"' Lewis re~uests an explanation of the

significance of the phrases 'methods of testing' and

'veririability' , and SchliCk thus sets out to define thes~.

He quickly disrL1isses one of :Leva s' s chief o'bjections, the

'here [tnd now pred.icament' by 'pointing OUl.. t11at when the

j:J C. lLe-Ylis -"Experien.ce and lVleaning" ..t?hilosoDhicaJ".
Revic'ii, :Uarch 1934. p .125



v/hich gives a sentence meuning, nor j.B it

5~

J?osi tivist Say~ that a pro.posi tion has meaning only if' it is

vcrii"'ic,ble, they do not mean if it is verit'ied. Not actual

vel"if'ication" 'but the possibility of verification is the

cri terion of' me alungl'ulnesc • He takes this further by

examining a statement 'by ::Lewis:

Sup.c>ose it mc;,j.ntained that no issue is meaning1">ul
unless it c\3-n be put to the test of' decisive veri:t'ication.
Ano. no veril'ication can take place except in the
irnmed.,iate pr,esent ex)::>erience of the SUbject,
ThE;n nothing can be meant except Ylhat is actually
l)r:::;sent in tIle ex])el'ience in which that meaning is
entertained. 36

Here he clailas that Lewis I s conclusion follows from neither

ithe f'irst nOl' the secona premips. It does not folloW t"rom

the ~irst because this is maintaining that no issue is

meaning:eul unless it .£@ be veri:eied. So it is f'alse to

conclude i'ron that that veri:E'icati on must take place in the

.IJresent, for the premiss irnplies that veri1'icat ion need not

taKe place at all. As for the second premiss, this has no

meaning. Verifying an El.ct, according to bchliclc, is like

I'eeling bor>ecl~ and it is riliiculous to say that one can

only 1'eel oored In the present moment. So it j.s not

verif'ication now
,I --

i
ac~ual verit'ication at all~ It is possibility 01' verifieation.

So, 'with staij'luents abo,ut future events the method of

verii'ication 'would be waiting for the events to happen.

It is Quite false to say that such statements assert only

the present existence of certain expectations~

'3b l:Expel:"ience and Meaning" p .131

.~ .. _------
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Verifiability, then,means possibility of verification.

But to say this is not enough, for we have not yet defined

wha~ is meant by 'possibility'. Schlick now distinguishes

between'empirical'and'loeical'possibility, and shows that

only the latter is inVOlved in verifieation~Empirical

possihility' is to mean I compa:tibili ty with no. tUl~al laws',

(p·347) but here we are not told how we arrive at these

'natural lav,rs I , or what status they have. ive are told that

we cannot have complete knovHedge of them, although it is

assumec:. that we can have .§.2...me Kno~·nedge of them .. Schlick

demonstrates how vm can talk of the degrees of' (empirical)

1)OSS i oili ty.. He as};:s "Is it }iossi"ble 1'01' me to li1't this

book ? Surely~- This table YI think so ; - This billiard
~

tuble '? I don it think so ~ This automobile'? Certainly not~"

(P. 34t'd) From this liTe see that judgements about emplrical

possibility are based on past experience, and are orten un-

ceI'tain with no sharp boundary betvveen possibility and

impossibill ty.. '1'here1'ore this cannot be tile poss i bili ty

relevant to meaning .. The empiI' ical circuJ;!1stances al·e

important to know if the proposition is true, but not if' it

has meaning.. Otherwise no sharp or final decision could

ever "be obtained: "Ivlight not f'utul'"'e e1~forts disclose a

meaning whichl vlere unable to i'ind be1'ore '," Eut SchlicH: IS

V/holG argument is that meaning is not inherent in a sentence,

waiting to be discovered, but must be bestowed upon it by

applying the rules of' logical grammar., I~ is necessary to
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have already agreed. upon these rUles, and. to understand them

Othervfise tho persons speaking are not, communicating at all.

They are not uttering any propositions,and so IIthere is

nothing they could try to verify, because you can i t veri1'y

or falsify a mere row of' words." Thh:; is to show that it

cannot be empirical posEi"bili ty which is relevant to meaning;

verifiability is necessary before the empirical circumstances

can be c.onsidered.

Our inves~igation is not yet over. We still need to

know what it is for a fact to be 'logically possible', since

'verifiabili ty I means 'logical possi"bili ty of' veri [,iEt.~:;Jtioni •

Or, to put it more accurately, what it is for something to be

a 'fact'. Schlicle says III call a f'act or process 'logically

possi"ble t if it can be described, i ~ eo, i1' the sentence

which is suppos8d to describe it obeys the rules of grammar

VfC have stipUlated f"or OUI' langllage. lI (p.349ill) This, as

Schlidc realizes, does not make very good sense: for if' a

fact could not "be described, or it' it ';las not logically

possible, it would not be a fact at all according to the

Vienna CiI'cleo Therefore when SchlicK appeals to us by saying

IIBut I think my meaning viill be understood" this is of course

i~legitimate. He has argued strongly that 'meaning' is not

lI a kind of' entity inhepellt in a sentence and hidden in it

lllee a nut in its s11ell ll
, yet here he admits that the

sentence he has used does not mean what he wants it to mean.

So it might seem that here at least he does thirue'meaning'is
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iil it.

Schlicl\: now brings f'orward several examples of'

statements repI'esenting logical imjJossibilities. TYIO of' them

are : lI~ky friend died the day af'ter ,tomorrow'~ II and

liThe lady wore a cl.ark red dress which was bright green".

These sentences are meaninglesf: 'because the rule governing

the Use of the words in the sentence is violatet~ •.And this
;,

is YJ'lJ,b.t logical ~mi)ossibility means: "a discreps,ncy between
,

tne definitions 6:(:"' ourterms"and the \vay in whicl:1- Yle USE; them II •

It is thcref'ore ~~ry important to distinguish between this

approach and the y:i.ew which sees logical princi.,)les as laws

governing the psy~hological procE;ss ot thinklng. Schlick

oelieves -che latter> to be entirely mistaken, and claims that...;'"

the criterion for, meaning is not our 8~ility to thiruc about or

imagine a Situation. A sentence is meaningless slmply

because the rUle~ of our langue.ge have not provided :f'or the
'.,".

words in it to b~ used in such a way. Now Schlick says we

COUld. change theFJe rule s, and allow the use oi' 'both red and
\

green', arranging a meaning for them. So the onus is on us.

The result oi~ our considerations is this': Vcrit'iabili ty,
whicl1 is the sufficient and nece ssary condition of'
L',eaning, is a possibili ty of the logical order; it is
created b~' constructing the sentence in accordance
wi th the rules tJy vlhic.l1. its terms arc dei'ined. 'rhe
only case in which verification is (logically)
ililpossible is the case 'where you have made it im)ossib}e
by not setting an~l rules f'or its ver-i1'ication.
Grammatical rules are not found. anyvlhere in nature, but
ar'e made 'by man and are, in :;Jrinciqle, arbitrary; so
you cannot give me~ning to a sentence by c'J.iscovering a
method o.c verif'ying it, but only 'by stiJ2..ulat:~,n,n; hoW'
it s11all be c:~ one G T.nus logical possi bili ty or iIn}Jossi bill ty
or' verU'ication is 2'l'i'/s,ys se1i~-im1Josed. If' 1,"Je utter a
sentence without meaning it is always our own rault.(p 351~)
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This t.hen is a summ",ry ot' Schlick I s whole position,

and vie see how 1'ar hE.; has moved f'rom the Tractatus • .PrOpositions

have no inherent meaning : logical rules are not laid down in

the very nature of reality - 'but Yle iripo..sc meaning, we decide

uvon the logical rules. This is a great weakening of Wittgenstein's

posi tion , and we experience a dissatisf'actlon about the

al~-bitrariness with v;hich a proposition can have me-aning or

no meaning, q!1pcmdlng upon whe ther we .allow it.

Ho"Vveve:p , we are concerned at the moment Vii th understandTnr;;

Villa t Schlicl{ §?SS, not VIi th criticisms 01' his position. This

cri tcrion roer the meaning1'ulness of assertions applies also

to questions~ 01' the questions we cannot anSVler, some migJJ.t

be meaning:t'ul and some nonse:;nsical" rrhe irnpossi'bili ty o:t'

finding an an~nver maybe empirical or logical : if' it is

empirical, tnen the,;. e is always hope for f:J.lture gE;nerations,

f'or Yiith better t'acilities , stronger'mental powers' the

pro'blem rnip;ht be solved. In any case it could not be said to

be imposGible. But if' it is logically impossible to i'ind

an answer, such problems would always r~main insolUble. ~or

the Question i tsel:f:' vlould not 'be genuine and it would be

lIa mere 1"0'1''1 of viords with a Question marK at t11e end ll .(p .. 3:52i)

How do we know then whethex' a question is meaningi'uI, ioe.

YlhetheJ? or not it is logically possi'ble to i""ind an answer 't

Schlick says that we knmv a question is meaningful i1~ we

can understand it II it' we 8.re a'ble to decide for any given

projjosition 1iihether , if true, it viould be an answer to our

question." If the question is genUine, an anmver is always
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logically possible. If no answer .c,an be given , then

nothing was being asked ! The dividing line between

,logical possibility and impossibility is sharp and

distinct. In the case or empirical possibility there

was a gradual transition from what was pOGsible to

Yrhat was impossible. But there is no gradual transition

between meaning and nonsense. Meaning is entirely

inclcpenc ent oi' the'laws 01' nE;,ture', whereas empirical

possibility is determined ·by these • For this reason

Schlick says the proposition 'HiveJrs 1'loVl uphill' is

meaningful, but false, because it contradicts the laws

or nature.

The author foresees the possible objection that if

meaning is a matter or experience, how can it be 8, matter

of definition and logic ~ Yet he insists that the~c is no

contradiction here.

(£1113 possibili t:sr of ver'irication docs not rest on any
1 experien't.ial truth' , on a lavv of' natuJ.'e or any other
true gen~ral proposition, but is determined SOlely by
our definitions - -by the rules which have -been fixed for
our h~ngua,(;e, or which we can fix arbi trarily n t any
rnoLiEmt. \p.353)

Now, claims Schlick, all these rules ultimately point to,

osteneive a,cfini tions, and through these vcri:!:'ia'bili ty is

linked to experience. '1.
i11e rUles qf lWlguage are rules of'

the application of language, so there must be something to

Which it can be anplicd. (rhus, expressibili ty and

veri1~iability are one: lINot only can the logician be an

I

em:piricist at the same time; he must be one i'·' 11e ,"vants to.L
I
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undt;rst<:.~nd what he himselr is d.oing. UI (p.353)

In the next section Schliclc takes speci1'ic examples

to illus trate the points he has -been making. He consi6ers

the ease of' the reality or the other side of the moon, and

sc.:.ys the question : 'What is the other side of' til c moon

like '?' coulc, be answered by a description of what could

be seen or touched by a person located somewhere behind the
il

mooti. Just as it is still meaninef'ul to say 'Rivers run

Uphlll ' - although it contradicts the lQWS of n~ture, it is

also meaningrul to talk about the other side of the moon

even if' it \vere shovJn thG. t an 'actual exaJilination Vias

impossible. How would \Ie verif'y statements about the other

side of.' the moon '? Li'iI'ot. 01~ 8.11 Schlick suggests that the

meaninC;-l'Cl....uircm:.:..nt woule 'be 1'u11'illed if Vie vvere a-ble to

II imagine ( picture mentally) si tucl.tions vilhich woulcl veri1~y

our propot;i tion!' \p. 355i) But he also cautions against

acce},ting the • psychological' CJ[J) lanation of verif'iabili ty I •

'.L'he thoughts 'Jje entcl'tain, or the imagination[~ we i'oPIn have

no r81evancc for vepification, as it was said earlier.

'1'h8 question of' meaning has nothing to (0 Vii th. the
psychological questions as to the mente.l iJrocesses
of' vvhicJ.l 8.n act 01' tnought TI1o.y consist. \:p.355i1)

'l'hese s8ntil:lem:;s are cchoccL by G[~rn[p:

J.J.l',;,"l~ gives tllCOI'eticcl.l lllei:ming to a prOfJosi tiun is nut
att,.nc1ant imo.gus or thoughts, but the posl:dDility of
deducing f'roJ:. it perceptj_ve pro.rlOsi tiol1s, in ot11er
~ords, the pOSsibility of vcrificat~,on. 37
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Schliclc then seelllS to be maintaining here:

a) In so;nc cases l although Vie do not r>calJ.y know the

cI'i t8I'ion for deciding which cases) I imaginability I serve s

as ~ sufricient basis for verification.

b) j/c n(;vcrthclesc~ do not need to be able to ir:me;ine a

situatiun in order to verify a proposition. In other '';lords,

i imaginabili ty' is 2.. sort of 'optional extrE', I •

In the last section Schliclc claiJ:icd that verifia'bility

';U:~G link\,,; d to experience through os tens i vc o(;fini tions. In

the G:XL~...;.Jlo 11Gre, he says that 8. pro}Josi tion aoOJ. t the otho:('

s:i.de of the aoon \'ioulc;.bc a 1)1>DPCt~~.i tion about physical

sUbst~nce being at ~ certain place. So this would have

menning if \'/e indicated the circUI!lst~.::.nces under which a

proposition of the form 'this place is filled with ~atter'

would be tr'ue or false. But, he continues, it is ec.sy to

sec hoY! such a pro])ositiun about physical properties and

-spatial r'el~:tio11S is connected v/ith 'sense-data' (i.e.

!'experience') by ostensive t"efinitions. Yet he claims:

Tilis connection•.. is not such as to entitle us to S2"y
that ':)hysical S1."\.bst~nceis I a mere construction put
unon sense-data', or that a physical body isla complex
of scn0e-ds.ta ,- unless we intcl""Dr'Gt t118;:e phrases as
rather inadeCLuat(; abbr8viati:o.n8 of the a8fJCrtion that
all pr01)08i tions C011t8.inin[( the term I phys 1cal body'
require ?or their verification the presence of 8cnse
data. And this is certainly an exceec1inc;l;y trivial
s tL.t (;r;l(;mt • (p •35L~ii)

But I fe;<;;l thatthel'e ar'EJ ramw important points to be rG.ised

in connc ctiol1 'Iii th 0.11 this, "vhich I shall brinG up later.
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Although he tells us here what this connection is not, he

f'ails to say v/hat the cormectiun is. And in Cact it would

seem that no other possibilities are open.

'1'11.<:.. f'inal example I want to discuss is the·
Ii

vsrif'ication of the 'immortality thesis'. l~ofessor Lewis

claiLs that vie can certainly undel"'stand what would verify

the hypothesis of' life after 'death, .lmd Schlick agrees,

provided W6 regard it as an ompir~cal hypothesis possessing

logical verifiabilj.ty and not as a met,;physical problem ..

As with the veri.fic8..tion of any f'uture statements, Schlick

suggssts the 'waiting' method·: "It could be verified by

follovving the prescription: j·W'ai t until you die !' II (p .356iii)

Profe ssor ScLlick' s powers of' procrastinati;..:n are surp<.ssed

only by his powers of' imagination, for he claims he can

easily imagine seeing the funeral of his own bOGY, and
,

continuing to exist Vii thout a body. Professor Lewis thinl(s

that \lai ting until he dies is scientifically unsatifactory

lilt could hardly be verified. by science; theV· is no observ:;;.tion

or experiment uhich science could make, the negative result

of which v;oul( {~isprove it." 3ftt might cel taiiJ.ly appear

that such a method is incapable of general proof, and would

apply only to the experiencing person himself. But Schlick

disagrees and. \10ul( find it easy " to describe experiences

such that the hypoth8sis of an invis~ble existence of humqn

beings after their bodily death vvoulc~ be the most acceptai)le

explanation of the IJhon'bmena observed. 11 (p. 357i)
38 "Experience and Meanil~p" 14~3::-.-------
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It would be necessary to de~ine such terms as 'supercelestial

space' in such 8 way that the imposc,ilbili ty of' reaching it

or perceiving anything in it wou10 be merely empirical, and

not logical. So the conclusion stands:
II
\The hypothesis of' immortality is an empj.rical
statement which owes iti:?, meaning to its verif'iability,
and has no lneaning beyond the possibility of
verification. (p.357ii)

But we can see now that the 'possibility of'

verification' has aCCJuil~ed such a breadth as to make the

verif'ication criterion almost redundant. True, Schlick is

still 'talking,8.bout 'experience' , but vIe can see that this

is no 1011c;er 'experience I in the sense of ;)erceiving the

given. It is definitely 'experience+ induction', and if' we

were to inv~stigate this further we should realize that all

'experience' involved in verification is experience + induction.

And the latter cannot be 'logically', justified.

However, this is Schlick's position concerning

meanj.ng. IcIeaning is essontially bound up with 'verifiability, '

which is the 'logical possibility of verification' .Unlike

the teaching of the J.r.actatus we ourselves impose logical

possibility on the world, through the rules which we

formulate for thG use of language. This seems to indicate

that Schlick might well become involved in a solipsist position,

but in a l~ter section of his article he maintains that this

is not so .. The self' is not a bb-sic property of' experience,

but is itself a fact of experience. Thus, he claims,

which is stresser so much in Positivism, cloes not in its
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ol-'iginal, primitive :Corm belong to anyone. It is absolutely

nButrc~l; immediate dataUhave no owner tl .(p.359ii) In this

way he hopes to avoid the accuGation that the reduction of

all propoations to 'protocol statements', or all experience

to 'sense-data', and all defintions to 'ostensive definitions'

involves him in the ego-centr'ic predicament.

But it' is time to examine in ;;lore detail the

statements vvhich Schlick makes concerning his posi tion, und

to unearth the presuppositions forming the basis of his

c.rticle. Pirst of all we cannot take too seriousJy the

claim that thepc; is no theory· involved in this 8.:c·ticle; that

this is really only, a "simple statement of the iVay in which

liiectning is actually assigned to propositions, both in

evel-'yday life and scie;'ce." (p.342) It seems almost

unnecessary to point out that in :Cact this is a theory,

founded uj)on a vei'Y definite hypothesis about the nature

of neaning. Another iml:lediate problem which stl-'il:es us

concerns the nature of the verification critbrion. Schlick

asc~erts "'ll1e meaning of a })roposition is the method of its

verification." and his reader exhibits the usual signs Yvhich

~enote puzzlement. For what does this mean ? Is Schlick

identifying the vmeaning' with the ~methodV ? J.t se0ms so.

But because it is correct for Schlick to say that stating

the meaninG of u proposition amounts to stating the way in

which it can be verified, it does not follow that the

meaning is e<;luivalent to the methocl" or that the meaning
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meaning of the sentence 'It is raining outside' ? - then it
(l\

'\voul(~ be/order' to give in reply, rules for the use of this

sente nce : viz. it me ans that if I go to the ..wind.ow nmv I

shall seE:; raindrops falling, or if I go outside without my

raincoat and umbrella I shall get wet. But to equate the

me~ning of the sentence 'It is raining outside' with the

method. of verifying it, i.e. going to the window and looldng

out, or goine;·into the street and getting wet, if obvious

nonsense. The meaning is not IIJ;}r standing out in the rain

and getting vwt • .And 6chlick of course coul( not have

intendcC to m9an this, but merely that to give the mean~ng

of a sentence w0uld be to Kive the rules for its use.

But there are real difficulties apart from this. For if what

Schlick intends the criterion to st&te is true, then it is

self- applicable. And one must ask then, what is the meaning

of that sentence. What would be the method of verifying such

an assertion? Is it rcs.lly a meaningful statement, or does

it fall into the same category 'iiJ"hich Wi ttgensteill clained

for the statements of the ~ractatus .? It seems difficult to

know how Schlick could avoid this: ho~ he could say that this

asst:-rtion yms any more than "a complex of signs 'wi thout

meaning '.11,

This is pl'obably the most fundamental difficulty with

any criterion of meaning, and certainly applies in the case of

Logical Positivism. Yet this is by no means the only problem.
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There arc p1"'oblems too involved, w-itJJ. the iclea of 'rerl.uctio:g.'

and one othor 1""-:;al und fundamental difficulty concerns the

whole notion of defining a word. One can appeal to the idea

of an 'ostensive definition' as if this resolves all

ph:Llosophica~ difficulties; as if once we get dmID to
I

l)ointing to I~~' then 0.1'1 our problems disappear, in a flash.

But, apart frdm the fact that very many words pannot be

ostensively defined, bcforewe can use o~tensive oefinition
l. !

at all the whol~ leal"ning profess has been presupposed.

If l ask "i/hat is'rc'd'?ll and in order to OS{·:;tr3nsively define

\7hc.t ired' means you point to the mail-box and s8:y 'That is

red,.' - what help is this to me ? How am I -ID know that .

what you are refer'ring to is the colour and not the shap e

of the mail-box? (Though, of course, I wou.ld not l:noVl

wh&t 'colour' or 'shape' meant unless these hac already been

defined.) In order to clarify me further you might :point

to a red car and say 'Well, that is red'. I would probably

notice nOl'I that the shape and size of the car 'aere qUite

differont from those of thE;. mail-box, but it coula. occur
I,· "

to me that '<'fhen I ran~, fingers over' the top of the mail-box

and the car, I felt a similar sort of resistent hard metal.

So 1)(;rhc::.pG '1'80.' is the name fOl" the touch of this haro.

metal ? Novi you point to a book \';,rhich a man is carrying and

say 'Look, ~hat is red'.r watch the man pOGt a letter in the

mail-box, climb in the car ana, clrive L',way - aneI I deduce that

'red' som0how denotes ~the property of being used by the mQn 4

In c..ccpel"<:....tion you point to your wG.llet nncl. insist "But ths.t
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is red :11 .All, now I see it • the wallet contains money, the

mail-box contains letters, the book contains words, and pages,

and the car contains propIe - so'red' means 'a container'.

Of COU1"'se it would take someOJrLe 01' incredible stupidity

not to have guessed by now that the 'red' being re1'erred to,

designated the colour of these objects. Neve1"'theless, in order

to und.e1"'stand a Vi01"'d through ostensive d.e1'ini tion , one would

already have to Understand the words 'mail-box',i 'car', 'wallet'

'-book', 'sh6.pe', i size' , UcOlour' - and a thousand othe1"'s .. 'rhere

is really no such thing as a 'pure' ostensive definition. In

or~er to define Qa' by pointing out 'b', 'c', 10.
1 etc. - one needs

first to have defined Ib', 'c', '0.', in terms of Ie', If I , 'gl, and

so on. Eventually we shall just have a heap or undeflned words,

which are in fact ostensively lndefina-ble, except by ret'erence

to each other. Wittgenstein expresses this al~gument in one

short phru.se in the InveE3tigations: "How do I know that this

colour is red '? It would be an answel'" to say 'I have learnt
39

English I • Ii. ..,.:...nci. how does one learn English - or any other

language ? By i os tensive dei'ini tions' ? Hardly. It seems

that ostensive de1'initions are only possible after the language

has been learnt .. ·And. then they are no longer needed, for Vie

have already discovered what 'red' means ..

So it is sim~)ly not true to say that all defiritions

Ultimately x'esolve themselves in ostensive definitions .. If, in

--'---_.__._._----_ .._--_ ..--_._._--
39 .rJhilosopnical Investigations %3bl
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order to ,define 'hippopotamus' you point to that animal over

there, this is no help to me llilless I know that 'hippopotamus'

refers to that Lnimal over there, and not to its colour, or
.;

its shape, or the size of its mouth; tha.t is, unless I have

all'ec,dy learnt the wOl~d 'hippopotamuis'. And then, what is

nOVi the Jmrposc in pointing it out to me ? How in fact 1;ve

do learn a languc::.ge is hmvever a ver~r big question;and one vvhich

cel"~ainlY/cannot be shrugGed off so lightly. But I feel
i
'for the reaSO:,LG that I ht::.vc st<:itec1 that the appeo.l to

"ostGnsive definitions' is not entirely satisfactory.

Another iSEjue which I ·feel presents problems for

the i(,ea of verification is Schlick's constant urge to 'w<:-..it'.

This Pickvlickean apJ1eal is inadequate fOl" several recl.sons.

'~aitingl might be a legitimate mcthqd for the verification

of such pro,iosi tions as 'the sun will rise tomorrow'; vm

knorl hOYI to vel'ify it - by \lai ting until tomorrow morning.

But when we are dealing with hypotheses there are more

difficulties. On the Positivist criterion such hypotlleses as

'If 2+2=4 tomoI'row, I shall go out' present no trouble, 1'01'

the !iphrEc,e 2+2=4 <-'.o.de nothinG to the ;·'leo.ning o:r the proposi tlon.
I
I

It, is the sume as sayinr;'I l:?hall go out tomorroVI'. NOVI, 'ii'

tne sun rises tomoI'rO'iv I shall go out I ap}?<':'.rE:,ntly :h& S more

difficul tiG s, for although it is pr<.:.c"tically ceI'ta in that the

sun "Cifill rise tOJ:lorrOYI ~ it is not 'logic8.11y nece ssary I in

the "v/E:.Y thc3.t'2+2=4' is hcl( to be 'logically necessary'oBut

consf<1er 'If the sun shj:ncs tomor.l"ow I sh;.~,ll go out'. Thel~c is no

ccrt&inty here. 80
• .p
lJ.. the sun shines tomorrow, and I ~·o out
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it will be true.,. and i1~ 1 stay indoors it will be f'alse. Now,

'to verifYi a proposition'means 'to state the conditions under

which it can be true or false'. So if the w~n does not shine I

have no means of knowing whether 'If' the sun shines tomorrow I

shall go out' will be true or false. ~hich means I have no

means 01' veri1'ying it, unless one claims that it can "be

verified by examining my 'intention' when I utter the statement,

But Schlick expliCi t:ly aenie s that a pit:'oposi tion :about the

future asserts only the present expectations of a person$ And

in any case the only way to veriry an 'intention' on the

behaviouristic schema of' the Positivists would be by watching

my actions following the assertion; and if the sun does not

shine, my actions are irrelevant. So a strange paradox occurs.

The statement 'If the sun shines tomorrow I shall go out' has

meaning in one context (if the sun shines tomorrow), but no

meaning in another (if the sun does not shine) Yet it is the
..

same sentence and purports to express the same proposition .80

the statement at the same is both meaningful, and non-meaningful

VTI~at then is to be done about these hypotheses? Are we

to say tney f'orm a special category which lies outside the

verification criterion? Problems about 'waiting' arise too

With any undated statement about tne ruture. When I say IThe

sun will rise tomorl'OW.,,, i I am making this statement today -

August 10th, and. predicting an event concer'ning tomorrOYiT - Aug

11 th'$ And here, waiting until the morning is my me thod. of

verirying it according to Schlick. But if' I simply say lTI~e
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SLID will rif..:,e every morning', then this is not one specific

future:: event which ViC can verify by 'vraiting l
, fOl'" no amount

of wai ting'\"Iill yield us a final conclusiOIlJ.• 1 should lU.. ve

to wait until the end of the world when the sun had risen for

t~".e last tj.mc, c.nd the last morning had ended. Then I would

SC';1 that the statement mc me~J1ling, c;.nd w::,::" 1n fact f2,lsc,

fox' the sun had :now ceas8d to rise. :3ut then it might be

objected that the. last morning had also enO.8(;. so' the statement

w~c true, as if the concept of 'morning' somehow involved

the concept of the rising of the sun. So the statement:

''1n(, sun will rise (,very morning' would would now become
i

necess"l'" ily true, analytic.

This opens up two ~uestions which I shall discuss

in relation to 'dittgcnstcin. The one followinr~ (irectly on

froL;' the above contl"'<~Gts the icca of lTB anillg and truth bt.:-ing

clcpcn6ent u},)on our arbitrarily otipule.tecl rulcs(Ps in Schlicl:)

'.;i th the ie,oa of ue b.ning being inhcI'Emt in pro])osi tions oec:::mse

they picture rc,lity (as of COUrE,1C in ;{ittgenf3t8in~. rrhe

other g.ucStiOl'l conCCl·ns thE; problem of 'red.uction I. Here ',';e

Eiec <:L corl·E;s}Jond[~nce bctvrecn dittgcnstcin's thesir that all

)l'·oj.t:;si tions <:ore truth-functions of elt.mentc'..<! pro,')osi tions,

Carn2..p's the~'is th,:;t Eell signifj.c:::~nt st~.temcntG 8.re rt;(ucible

to pirotocol sts tCI:.cnt[;, ane' SchlicK; S contention 'tIla't
I .
i

s'tcl,tcl,H:;;nts aoou't pl1ySlC2.l oo.jec'ts 8.1',. cunnec'ted, 'IV 1 'tll sense-

Ciat.~ tnrougll oS'cenSlve definitions.. We will 'CE..Ke 'tn1S la't'ter
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As we saw, Wittgens"Celn's reasons l'or maln"talnlng..

"t11e Vlew "tha-G al.l proposl "Clons wer'e truth-l'UUc"Glons 01'

elementm'y pr'orJosi tions were dei'lni tely 'metaphysical' .'110

h&ve a meaning it vIae: necessary i'or a proposi tion to picture

a 1'act. Atomic 1'~l.CtS were composed ot' siLlple obJects maKln2:

Ull t,;lle SUDst:..c:llce 01' tl1e worJ.d, and. tnese objects VJere

repl'escnt.ed oy "tlle 'nc:u::es in an Olemen"C8.ry. .r)ro,:;osl "Clun. 80

the very nO-GicJYl 01" lilE;c.ning hlneecL ulJon tlle .Picture 'l.'heory,

and 11})011 tne iclea 01' the elementary propositions. ::;0 i"'rom

this it lOe;lCU1J.y l'o:.uows tJ:lC.~t if ~ pro})osj. tion io to have

me<'J.111ng it I1rust liE; reducible to,element<:.I.ry pro.:)ositio::lz.

Bu t "vii th OI.:.U'llap nne" Schlick the posi tion scems to be diffcr'cnt.

For them the protocol st~cmcnt, or the ostensive definition

does not 'picture' any 'atomic fact'. It is not the final

~)roduct of logic&l inference u It is rather the nl tiI:18.te

Wittgenstein's Coctrine of cimple objects- Protocol stitements

0.1'0 import<:cl1t ror Carn8.1J bec.2,use they assert ny imneo.iate

expcri\,.;llce : 'jo;;r nO\:', 'red circle there' etc_, c.nd so

verific&t:;.on. l:;eurath O[)jccts to this conclusion, 1mt the

h:pol··tant jJoint 1181'8 is th~.l.t protocols c~nc1 Gstcnc:.ive defijcitions

c.:.rc conccl'mJ., i th e:::lJGriencc:, cr.no. in this they differ froI:J.

,fit:..cenct8in's element1.,r3T propositions~ Let us nov C':::2.ffilne;

the:,n .' the jJosi tiol1 LW S ti..~..IC86 in bch1ick i G 2.rticl(;.



The 'claiEl in.brief' is ths.t propositions .are linked t,o

sens'o-aata' by. ostensive clef'ini M.ons. But vve are not tolcl

exactly what a 'sense-datum , is. Is he using it to rerer to 'the

given '-- i.e. the oDject ox' complex, or pal"t of' object, which I

, see in f'ront of' me, or is he using it in the sense of' an

intermediary 'between' me and the object? The so-called

proDlem of' perception is much involved in this theory. The

question is asre d: when I see a goldf'ish in 8. blue light, what

do I see~ It appears to be a green goldf'ish. But I know that

under normal conditions (which need to De speci!'ied) the gold-

f'i~n is gold. So I say I am having green sensations, or that I

am perceiving green vsense-data' • In the same way, when I loOk

up at the moon during the f'irst quarter I see something !'ar

dif'ferent from the astronaut outin space. Yet we are both seeing

the same object, but , it is clail11.8d, we are both sensing

dif'ferent sense-data. So these metaphysical entities are

postulated to rill the gap between the oDject and my perception.
I

:1

Anel a host. of.' proDlems inevit?bly f.'ollow... Do sense-data reallY

exist - what ontological status have they ? How long do they

last ? Do we ever pel"ceive actual oDjects ? Vfuat happens to the

'external world' ? Do sense-data have any properties? And -

are they private ? These problems have all been invesGigated,

and it is nOG the purpose or this thesis to discUSS them

further -but simply to point out that 1.mtil he clarif.'ies what

sense-data are, Schlick I s contention that Lassertions about

physical properties and spatial relations are connected with
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sense-data -by ostensive del'ini tions" holm Ii ttle signil'icance

:for Us .. Yet let US try to consider the claim he is making.

V'le might make a statement: "The blaclc animal standing in that

dirty water is a hippopotamus." This ilS an assertion about

]Jhysics..l .[1po.perties - the 'blacK hippopotamus, and the dirty

watep - and aDout spatial relationships -i.e the blac~

hippopotamus belng in the dipty ,;vater. This can be reduced to

a so-called 'ostensitlre' definition - itblack hippo there" 

which still shows this relationship, but which we can imaglne

accompanying a gesture of' the hand .. But acc~pting that we have

just ostensi:vely del'ined lIblacl'>: hippo" (Which "ve have not,

accopc.ing to the earlier argument) we can stiJ_I aSK how this

connects the assert:i.on a-bout physical properties and spatial

I'elations with sense-dat3.. For itblacl\: him)o" is not c;. sense

do. tu.rn, -but still a phys ical object. No\v if' I say itBlack there"

this might well be accepted as a sense-data statement - a

'protocol' stdtel;lent. But we hElve let't the hippopotamus 1'ar

behind. How eLo vve move from a sense-datum expression to an

assertion about p}1Ysical properties, except by saying that "a

pl1ys ical body is a complex of sense-data" Which Schlicl\: expressly

denies he is saying? He insists therE: jj3 a connection, 'which is

not such aD to entitle us to suy that physical substance is a

mere construction put upon sense-data. But he :fails to say then

wh~t this COllilcction is .. Indeed, thepe seems to be little else

which it can be.
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So we see the difficu1tics involved with this sort of

l"cCluctj.on-hy'pothesis. But when we tUI'n to the final problem

which I propose to invc.:s tiga te Y/e shall see perhnps yet more

how weill~ened the position is· by the move away from the tight

system of the rrracta tus. As I incUcnted , this problem is

tied up with the notion of rUles, and verification, and 1Qgica1

possibility. It was VE.;ry strildng that the neaning of·a

proposi tion hE,d suddenly becoT!J.c dependent upon OU1" rules and

dcfinitions • .L~ stc~tej:lent cou16 be false, but yet if y/e wished

to redefine the terms ~ithin it, then it could becone true.

This is· obvious. But W~ went f~urthcr than that. A sentence

cou1(1 bc mee:m:Lng1ess, aneL yet if we l"co.efinec). the te1"ms Y/i thin
.

it, then it could have mCG-ning .. I,:1eaning depends u110n the

logical possibility of verification, 'i/hich as v/c rcme:,mbep

\lis d.eteraine6. solely by our. defirdtions - by the 1"u16S

Vlhich have been fixed for our 1::,ngu0.ce, 01" 1IIhich "i/e can fix

! a1"bj. trarily' at c:1.l1.y Inoment. II (J). 353) rrhis arbitrariness is

ex~resscd "by Nenrath:

{rlle~l a nevI sentsnce is p1"eEiEmtccl to us we cOj'1jlare it
vlith the SYStSTn. at our' dieposc.l c.~n( C:;qtermine \"!hethel' or
not it conflicts "\/i th that srstcrn.. If the sentc;l1ce does
conflict with the system, we may o.iscC:i.rd it as us~less

(or false) <;.s c. g. \iould be d.one Vii th I In Africa lions
sing only in El8.jor SC8.1t;f.; 1.011.6 m::w on the other hand
accept the sentence <;nc1 so chc:;.ngE:-1 the syst·~rn. tl'..at .i t
remains consistent even a:fter the ad.jullct of the nevI
sentence. Th8 sentence •••• YlOult then be c~;"lleo. true. 40

But V18 need. not stop 11.81"e. Not only can OU1~ revision of rules

change a falsG st2~tement into a true one, (mt it can also

transform IOJ. nonf,e::l1sical utter'anc'S into a significant 1)1"o)osi tion.
itO lku:rnth ~'.o~cocol be;n:tE;n.cC;S ., Logical po-sfi~Tv-ism

collected 8SS~..JTS; edit .. iver. Free Press Glencoe 1959 "0.203. ""
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Now this must sUl"cly ph.y havoc vii th the \/hol:. notion of

vcrification. The dividin['; Ij.nc be twccn logical posf.3ibili ty

and impossibility is not co sharp und distinct as we had

iLiagincd. For VJe cO.n nove this line [J.i:,.iG ple,. r-;c by "'.grecing

upon c.. nevI Let of 1"u}"'8. i!.;arlier Schlick he..'d B, io. tht:.t a

ques tion which is no':! empir'ic8.11y i:np088 iblc to ans .. er

alvluys left 11.01)(; rOI' followinG genel (., tions, but onc 'which

HG--.S lo;..:ically impo,',oible to 0.n8,,·(,1' \foul," I'6msd.n insoluble

unQt;.;r ,,:11 im<..c:iru.:ble Cil'C1.1.l.lSt<:'l1CCE:: vloulc"1 confront us ':;i th

2. o.cfi11i tc hopt:lesG Ignorc~bimus • But can thh, be maintained

alongsicG the thesis that we stipulote the rules fop

meaning, B.nd logj.cD.l ])ossib:l.li ty is cleterr:1inc(~ solely by .2J.:T.

defini tions? It \'Ioule; hGj.rc11y Gecm so. rrhc ,LJooi tivists

seem to wGnt the tightnesi of flitt~cnstein's position, ~ithout

having to J")ay the cost thClt coues \'"Ji th it - the l:::,c1 c}8r

paradox. As it is, they seem to have nonc of the cornnleteness

Ylhj.ch tile' 'I'r'.cctE.tus zives, ane. nOl~.e of the inter\,ovcness

ia.nd s<:~tisfaction lilhic~~ COi":lCS ".lith this posi tion, D.nd yet

they still arc in difficulties about the status of their o\m

,s t& tcments.

j,mc11 of the conclusion to t11:i.s thesis 11.2,8 a].:i:eac1y

been skteu or indicated.• Nevertheless, I })ropose to spcI1c1

8. feli J:1OI'C paI'8.graphs Ll uncovl;ring' the J)I'E.;suj)JJosi tions of

LGgic8.1 Posi tivism, ac excL:pJ.ified by Schlicl{' s ;:~l'tj.cle,

c1rs:"ing a fine'.l cO:'l,i)arison ·'.vi th i'li ttgcctein, ant"' at i,ci".1pting

tu giva SOLC eve.luation oC the position 8::., a Hhole e
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CONCLUSION

NO ....l start again frOln the beginning since
you h~ve missed the mark this time. 41

Socrates I questioner I s advice could be a[JpliecJ so
I

often in the histol'Y of philosophy co In fact one vlOnc1crs if

the mark is ever hit. Ancl yet, what mark are 'vYe talking abou;t ?

Who. t mark ape phL1osophel's tr.;>ring to hit? What is philosophy

all about? Is it really an analysis of language ? What

happened to the pl~suer of truth, the lover of wisdom, the

system -buildep ?

The Cinswer to these q.uestions is not to be fuund in

this thesis~ I [un afraid. IlJy task is to eXE~mine the concept
!

of meL.ning in '{vi ttgenstein and bchlick; "but insofar as they

throw any light on these problems we can see what possihle

a.nswel'S might be offered. What Inarl{ w8.sNi ttgenstein trying

to hit? His ail;', in the Tractatus is to set a limit to the

expression of thought, to what can be said; and this he surely

succt,eds in a.oing. His other aim is to show why the problems

of philosophy 8.re posed , namely, because the logic of 01.11'"

langu2g e is misunder'stood • .And. if we accept the systc::m of the

Trc:.ctatus ive \"/ill have to adni t that he succeeds here too.

And yet it is im'port<..nt to see how Wittgenstein reaches his

mark. POI' he does so by building upon a number of theoI'ies
41 Plato:
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about re&lity, all o~ which ~ind their root in his one,

all-umbr&cing, all-limiting, all-conditioning ~oncept o~

logic. This theory o~ logic he held firmly, and if we may say

so, dogmatically, throughout the Tractatus. It was his great

~ :2rior i commi t,tment upon which his system \vas built. The

Picture Theol"y o~ Meaning must be understood in the context

o~ Wittgenstein'~ concept o~ logic, as must the doctrine o~

'shoving ~orth'. In ~act without this basis the philosophy

o~ the Tructatus would be pointless.

But what o~ Schlick's article? Did he rench his mark?

Let us remind ourse 1ves G:Gain o~ the airrE o~ the, Vienna

Cir'cle. They ·iJlere to establish a SOW:lo. rounda tion for science,

and to d.emonstra te the meaninglessness of all met~physics.

And the immediate way of going about the.ce tasks Ylas by

a ttomptinr; to formulate a cri terion of meaning. But can \ve

honestly say that Schlick achieved 'iv-hat he set out to d.o ?

We m2.y clain that ther'e were three rundamental

assumptions running through "ME;aning ane; Verificaticn".

One is :co.Lerl.'E..o to by 'Gi,uine as one of the "oogm8.S of
~

empiricism" : viz. the logical-empirical, analytic-synthetic

c3 ichotomy. Thi8 dichotomy can be t:l:'aced back to Hume and

Kant c,nd is found too, of course in iii ttgens to in. The next

assumption is closely bound up with this - the primacy of the

'logical'. Logical possLlili ty becoI11esthe precondition for

empir-ical possibility : si tua tions are dismisf;ec3. as 'merely
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empirically irr;possible', meaning that they are not impossible

'in pr'inciple'i, and therefol"e not impossible at all. Analytic

truth is absolutE;ly necessary truth, whereas empirical

tl'uth is only probable:' synthetic ' st8.t ementr.. can be true
\i
'I

or faise. But I feel that this distinction between the 'logical'

and the 'empirical', and the pre-eminence given to the

'logical' is not satisfactory. The border line between them

is not so definite as the Eositivists would have us believ~,

I A.nal;y-tici ty' {:)ventually comes to mean that we d.~cide to

define 'a word in this way ••••••
: .,:.-

For ~xample, 'Rivers l'un

uphill~ i~ accorq~n£ to bchlic~'a meaningful proposition which

is neither analytic, nor self-contr-adictory, but false.
",

However, we stip~late the rules for its use, ~ give the terms

dci'inition, so we,can define a vriver' to mean v a copious

sztre8.m of watel' ~+ov{ing downv/ards to lake,marsh or sea'. So

nOYi the stG.tement ~Rivers flow downhill' is no longer

imparting any information, for if we know what it is for x

to be a river, Vie undel'stand that x flows dOi"lnhill. This

statement is novl Emalytic, logically true. So 'Rivers flow

uphill' is no longer simply false but contradictory, for

the concept '1.'lov/in[; dmvnhill' is contained in the concept

of 'river'. And when Schlick now says it is 10gicWly

possible for a river to flow uphill he is wrong. This position

is rather absurd, but I feel it is bound to result when the

notion of logical posoibility is bound up with the notion of

grammatical rules, anc1 tJ1'en the clL'\im mad.E;; that we ourselves
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stipulate these rulesarbitr2rily.

I said there were three basic assumptions of Schlick's

article. The third concerns' the nature of meaning ana, the

nature of propositions. Only propositions have sense: only

of proP9si tions can it" be s8.j.d that they have me Eming • Thus

it is meaningless to talk about the • '. jmeanlng of life,

or the.'meaningtof youth, or the 'menning' of happiness.

'Meaning' is then a term applicable in the strict sense to

pr'oposi tions alone. Pilate f s question vvould. have received a

sharp answer ~rom the Positivists. tTruthtis simplyttrue

prppositi'ons t •. What else could it be ?

TheBe assumptions are ih fact the assumptions of

modern empiricism, and the reasons for holding them are -
. .

and can oniy be - metapl~rsical. Popper shows in his article

on the demarcation between science e~d philosopr~ , that

the notions which go along with the verificationist

criterion of meaning can only be held on a pnori grotmds.

He challenges the whole idea of a criterion of meaning,

and sees any such criterion as spurious. His tllesis is

that while metaphysics certainly is not science, it need not

be meaningless, and his atteBpt at showing this meets,. I

feel, with great success. Popper's criticism of the

verifiability principle in brief is that !tIt d.id not

exclude ..9]Jviou~ EV3ta'()mLs i caJ- st@ emem s. but·i t dio,

exclude the most important and interesting of all scienntific

universal lavls of nature ."
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So has Schlick reached his mark? Has the criterion

6f meaning succeeded in e8tablishing a sound basis for the

science s, and "ridding philosophy of me taphysics ? Let us

look again at the two positions of Wittgenstein an~ Schlick.

Schlick and the Vienna Circle claimed to take their notion

of verifiability from Wi ttgenstein•.And Y/e saw that in fact

this was abstracted from the rest of Wittgenstein's

metaphysics. The criterion was taken over,held ~ priori,

and wielded enthusiastically against unsuspecting

metaphysicians and non-positivistic scienti~ts. Wittgenstein

came to the conclusion that met'L~physica statements were

nonsensical,as a result of accepting the idea that logic

pervades the world, that logical form is the connecting

element between language and reality, and that elementary

propositions m~st picture atomic facts. But the Vienna Cirle .•• 1

They rejected the metaphysical basis, but acc,epted tho

conclusion ! It is like looking at an argument, rejecting the

premisses, but holding the result.

'All Frenchmen are interesting'

'Some Frenchmen are handsome '

'Some handsome men are interesting.'

Here the Logical Positivists would be accepting the conclusion,

but 'rejecting the premisses .. This of course is permissable,

but then another argument must be established for the

conclusion. And. the Posi tivists fail to do this .. But what is

more, they claim to take from Wittgenstein the conclusion.

This would be like saying I am takigg the conclusion of the



above syllogism. But if I am rejecting the premisses, how

can I say this? I am not taking the conclusion at 811 _

and if I do no't establish any other argument, I am not

taking any conqlusion at all: I am simply making a dogmatic
I --

asseriition that'So'me handsome men are interesting'. Of course
I

if someone asks me to prove it I can sc:..y - 'Well, look at Joe,

he's han.dsome , and I talked to him ye sterday and he's very

interesting.' If someone then pointed out that this vvas

because 'Joe' was a Frenchman, it might prove more than the

conclusio~, it might substantiate perhaps one of the premisses.

However,.assuning that tJoe Y is· not a Frenchman, I would still

have given a reason for making my statement. But if I said

- Y'wVhat do you mean"prove it- ? I'm not saying anything wn,ich

h",~s to be proved.. This is just common knowledge '- then one

might feel dissatisfied, and wonder if I can really give a

rec..son, particulcu'ly if one happens to be of a different

opinion oneself.. But Schlick is going yet further than this.

For the verification criterion is Rot something which is

simply held a priori - it is still more than that. It is a

principle which aims to establish a criterion by which we

can jUdge the meaningfulness of language. And finally it

therefore rules out the possibility of its own formulation.

Can we honestly say that Schlick has succeeded in

doing 'even what he himself' e .t out to do ? Really I think

we cm~oto I feel that the whole concept of meaning in the

Vienna Circle was the fr~it of an anti-metap'l~sicalbias
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which was clung to passionately ,even though it eliminated

too a large part of science. In that they diverged from the

posi tion of the Traatatus they left 'behind the tightness of

the syste~; in that they accepted same of the Tractatus

tea.chings, they are subject to the same criticisms as
I

Wittgenstein made of his oym sta tements - that they were

nonsensical. And in either case, the ~ priori character of

both arting points must be' accepted. on faith.

Therefore I feel that Popper must be given the final

word when he says of the Positivists:

The anti.-metaphysical' bias :is a kl1nd of philosophical
(or metaphysical) prejUdice which prevented the
system builc1.ers from carrying out their work
properly. 42

4'1 Popper II The demarcation betvlecn Science and
Ivle taphysics II The Philosophy of Ruclo1f Carnap edit. Schillp,

p.214
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